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D has fu lly achieved its objectives and technical goals for the period ; 

~ has achieved most of its objectives and technical goals for the period with 
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D has fa iled to achieve critical objectives and/or is not at all on schedule. 

• The public website, if applicable 

~ is up to date 

D is not up to date 

• To my best knowledge, the financial statements which are being submittedas part of 
this report are in line with the actual work carried out and are consistent with the 
report on the resources used for the project (section 3.4) and if applicable with the 
certificate on financial statement. 

Name of scientific representative of the Coordinator: Prof. Themas Deserno 

Date: 21/12/2015 Institut für Medizinische lnfonnatik 
Prof. Dr. Themas M. Oeserno 
Pauwelsstraße 30, 52074 Aachen 
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3.1 Publishable summary 
 

RASimAs stands for Regional Anaesthesia Simulator and Assistant. The project has the goal of 

increasing the application, the effectiveness, and the success rates of regional anaesthesia (RA) by 

combining a simulator and an assistant supporting ultrasound-guided and electrical nerve-stimulated 

(conventional) RA through an integration of image processing, physiological models and subject-

specific data, and virtual reality (VR). The work is motivated by expect cost savings of €100.000 per 

year per operation theatre and improved quality, that will impact the public health subjects in all 

European nations. 

 

Team of Experts 

With a duration of three years, the RASimAs project was launched in November 2013. The project 

gathers experts in a consortium of academic (scientists specialized in medical imaging, computer 

science or virtual reality), industrial (specialized in medical devices) and clinical partners (specialized 

in anaesthesia): 

 Uniklinik RWTH Aachen, Germany 

 RWTH Aachen University, Germany 

 Bangor University, United Kingdom 

 University College Cork, Ireland 

 Universidad Rey Juan Carlos, Spain 

 Foundation for Research and Technology Hellas, Greece 

 Nord Europe Research Center, France 

 University of Zilina, Slovakia 

 Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium 

 Stiftelsen SINTEF, Norway 

 SenseGraphics AB, Sweden 
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Regional Anaesthesia 

Regional anaesthesia (RA) performs by blocking the peripheral nerves through local injection of 

anaesthesia, being a technique which demands training and assistance. RA has perceived advantages 

in comparison with general anaesthesia (GA): 

 For the patient: no loss of consciousness, no risk of aspiration, less risk of postoperative 

nausea and vomiting and minimized probability for adverse drug reactions or allergy, less   

cardiovascular stress, and superior pain control after the surgery. 

 For the society: shorter hospital stay and cost savings of €100.000 per year per operation 

theatre without compromising care. 

 

However, the safe performance of RA requires good theoretical, practical, and non-cognitive skills to 

allow trainees to achieve confidence in its performance and also in keeping complications to a 

minimum. Current training methods for RA include cadavers, video teaching, ultrasound guidance, 

and sample virtual patient modelling, which are approaches that do not consider patient-specific 

anatomy. It requires also the need for supervision that is expensive and may reduce the time for 

practising. 

 

Aim of the Project 

The goal of this project is to increase the application, the effectiveness and the success rates of RA 

and furthermore the diffusion of the method into a broader clinical use through the development of 

clinical tools to train new anaesthesiologists and assist them during the operation. The project should 

combine two independent but complementary systems: one system is for training and the other one 

is for operational guidance. 

 

 
 

These two prototypes should be evaluated through a multi-centre clinical trial in Germany, Belgium 

and Ireland. 
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Progress towards the objectives 

After two years of productive work and due to a strong collaboration between the partners, the 

simulator and assistant have evolved.  

 

A first version of the simulator was released. Elements like haptic based needle control, ultrasound 

view, and 3D tracker based probe control had tuning 

sessions and various softwares modules were integrated 

to the prototype: ultrasound simulator, haptic simulator, 

courseware module. The software environment for the 

visualisation and biomechanical simulations is relied on 

H3D and SOFA software. Also, the development of 

imaging processing tools for the modelling of patient-

specific, biomechanical behaviour of the tissues as well as 

physiological behaviour in order to be able to simulate 

electrical simulation were a strong focus and the 

integration among all of this has been executed so an 

evaluation could be performed with medical experts. 

 

Simultaneously, the hardware architecture and software was developed for the assistant. The 

strategy was to build a single rack system containing an ultrasound scanner and a computer. 

Regarding the software, images and tracking data are 

streamed from the ultrasound scanner to the computer and 

structures like artery, fascia and nerve are detected in real-

time. Currently the focus is on developing software for the 

first step in such a procedure, i.e. positioning the ultrasound 

probe and interpreting the images. The assistant software 

does that by fully automatically and in real-time a) detect and 

track the femoral artery in the 2D ultrasound images, b) assist 

the operator in positioning the probe, c) annotate other 

structures like the femoral nerve when appropriate, d) 

reconstruct the artery (and possibly other structures) in 3D 

and e) aligns a model of the surrounding anatomy to the 

ultrasound data / patient for reference. 

 

 

In parallel to these developments, an electronic data capture system and an investigator's brochure 

were prepared and released. 

 
 

 

Expected impact 

In many cases, general anaesthesia is still favoured over RA even when RA should theoretically be the 

method of choice, despite its documented benefits for patients: lower cardiovascular stress and 
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other complications, reduced postoperative pain, earlier mobility, shorter hospital stay, and 

ultimately significantly lower costs. The slow adoption of RA is due to the lack of physician training. 

 

RASimAs is expected to bring significant clinical, economic and scientific impacts: 

 Clinical impact: strengthened evidence of the clinical benefits in using computer-based 

models. RASimAs will demonstrate the clinical benefits of the technology by conducting 

controlled clinical trials with patient-specific models.  

 Scientific impact: acceleration of the deployment of virtual physiological human (VPH) 

technologies in clinical environments and increased acceptance and use of predictive models 

by healthcare professionals. RASimAs will enrich the VPH models with subject-specific data, 

in order to improve clinician performance even in RA procedures where significant inter-

subject differences exist.  

 Economic impact: significant reduction of costs through the use of VPH technologies. 

RASimAs will increase the replacement of GA by RA and improve the success rate of RA 

procedures, thus decreasing costs by an estimated 100,000 Euros by year and operating 

theatre. 
 
 

Controlled clinical trials to evaluate computer-based models and patient-specific approach will 

demonstrate the benefits of the technology in clinical environment. Advanced research in virtual 

reality medical simulation as well as real-time assistance based on patient-specific data will 

accelerate the scientific deployment of such technologies in clinical environment. Finally, by 

replacing general anaesthesia with RA and improving the success rate of RA procedures, significant 

reduction of costs are expected, estimated at 100,000 Euros by year and operating theatre. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 www.rasimas.eu 

 twitter.com/RasimasEU 

 www.facebook.com/RasimasEU 

 TDeserno@mi.rwth-aachen.de 

Contact 

Prof. Dr. Thomas M. Deserno 

Department of Medical Informatics 

Uniklinik RWTH Aachen 

Pauwelsstr. 30, 52057 Aachen, Germany 

  +49 241 80 88793 

 
FP7 ICT-2013.5.2 

No 610425 

 

http://www.rasimas.eu/
http://www.facebook.com/rasimasEU
mailto:deserno@ieee.org
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3.2 Core of the report for the period: Project objectives, 

work progress and achievements, project 

management 
 

3.2.1 Project objectives for the period 
 

The second year of the project has been dedicated for the development of the simulator and 

assistant. As visible in Figure 1, the work packages (WP) are organized both sequentially 

and in parallel. WP1, WP7 and WP8 deal respectively with the management, quality and 

dissemination environments and can be seen as supporting WPs running all along the 

project lifetime. On the contrary, WP2, WP3, WP4, WP5 and WP6 can be seen as sequential 

steps to attain our technical and medical objectives. Except for WP3 running for the whole 

project, these WP run sequentially with some overlap to ensure smooth transitions (see 

Gantt chart on Figure 2). As a consequence for this second year of the project WP2 has 

been finished (month 18) while WP6 has recently started (month 19). 
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Figure 1. WP architecture 
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Figure 2. WP Gantt chart highlighting the second year 

 

WP1 – Project Management 

This WP ensures the financial and management administration of the project. The second 

year objectives consisted in continue setting up the management tools for the consortium, 

organising the communication between the partners and with the European Union, 

administrating the financial activities and leading the reporting process. 

WP2 - Technological Environment 

This WP provides the general technological environment necessary to build the simulator 

and assistant prototypes developed in the following WP. For the second year of the project, 

the objectives were: 

 Develop the integrated platform which will assist in the realization of the RASimAs 

system providing a logical and design architecture, the selection of relevant data 

storage and communication standards based on the managed information. 

 Explore existing methods and algorithms in order to provide tools for segmentation, 

registration and rendering for the building of virtual patients.  
 

This WP is associated with Deliverable 2.4 (Integrated Platform, initial) for this second year. 
 

WP3 – Patient-Specific Virtual Models 

The objective of this WP is the development of Patient-Specific Virtual Models of the 

anatomy involved in a regional anaesthesia procedure and which involves the anatomy, the 

biomechanics and the physiology of the different anatomical structures. For the second year, 

the objectives were as follow: 

 Collect and manage patient-specific image data for several regions of the body. 
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 Develop the anatomical models for the RASimAs simulator and assistant components, 

focusing on the pelvis region supporting the femoral nerve block. 

 Integrate results from several WP and demonstrate functional models for body torso, 

upper and lower extremities which have the functionality of tissue deformation.  

 Prepare the physiological modelling which includes the electricity propagation inside 

the nerve for the simulation of electrical stimulation. 

 Integrate the anatomical and mechanical models and individualize each integrated 

model with patient-specific data. 

 Develop a tool aiming at posing the virtual patient into the desired position for regional 

anaesthesia. 
 

WP3 for this second year is associated with Deliverable 3.1 (Toolkit for Pose Transforms of 

VPH Models), Deliverable 3.2 (Patient-Specific Dataset Library), Deliverable 3.3 (Physics-

based models for Body Torso, Upper and Lower Extremities), and Deliverable 3.4 (Toolkit for 

Integration of Patient-Specific Data and Physics-Based Models into VPH Models). 

 

WP4 – RASimAs Components 

This WP aims at improving and completing the simulator (RASim) and assistant (RAAs) 

components and on their integration into their respective platforms. For the second year, the 

objectives were to develop the following components: 

 The haptic feedback component, in charge of providing to the user a realistic force 

feedback on the interaction of the probe or the needle with the virtual patient body. 

 The tool tissue interaction component, which will model the mechanical interaction of 

the tool with the virtual patient body. 

 The virtual ultrasound component, providing to the user a simulated ultrasound image 

from the virtual patient model, in order to recreate real practise conditions for regional 

anaesthesia. 

 The training function component, which will monitor the user progress on the simulator 

and provide adapted training scenarios. 

 The real-time modelling component, which will register in real time the virtual patient on 

the ultrasound data recorded on the real patient during regional anaesthesia 

performed with the assistant. 

 

This WP is associated with Deliverable 4.1 (Haptic Feedback Components), Deliverable 4.2 

(Tool-Tissue Interaction Models), and Deliverable 4.3 (Ultrasound Simulation Components) 

for this second year. 

 

WP5 – RASimAs Prototype 

This WP has the goal, for the second year, of building the simulator (RASim) and assistant 

(RAAs) prototypes based on the results on the previous WP2 to WP5 and which will be used 

for clinical trials in WP6.  

This WP for the second year is associated with Deliverable 5.2 (RASim Prototype). 
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WP6 – RASimAs Evaluation 

Starting in the second year, the objectives of this WP are: 

 Identification of usability issues on different RA locations. 

 Evaluation design and conduction of the simulator in a controlled clinical trial. 

 Assessment and evaluation design of the assistant with respect to its adaption into 

clinical practice. 

  Obtainment of clinical trial authorization for the application of the assistant. 

  Conduction of the evaluation study for the assistant. 

 

This WP is not associated with deliverables for this second year. 

 

WP7 – Regulatory Affairs and Quality Assurance 

The objective of this WP is to perform the evaluation after the development of RASimAs 

prototypes. The tasks for this second year were preparing an Investigator’s Brochure based 

on the technical files formulated since the first year, collecting data related to clinical trials 

and provide the annual ethic report. 

This WP, for the second year, is associated with Deliverable 7.5 (eCRF & EDC system), 

Deliverable 7.6 (Investigator’s Brochure) and Deliverable 7.8 (Annual Ethics Report 2).  

 

WP8 – Dissemination & Exploitation 

This WP comprises the dissemination and exploitation activities of the project. For the 

second year, the objectives were: 

 Disseminate the scientific results in journals and conferences. 

 Continue disseminating the project through the website, press releases in the 

consortium languages, newsletter and social networks. 

 Organization of seminars regarding intellectual property right (IPR) to make the 

consortium aware of this issue as well as collection of information of the softwares 

used for the development of the prototypes.  

 Improve the commercial exploitation plan as an objective to turn the prototypes 

developed in this project into commercial products. 

 

This WP is associated with Deliverable 8.5 (Exploitation Plan 2) for the second year. 
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Recommendations concerning the review of the first periodic report 

 Additional suggested improvements need to be considered for the next commercial 

exploitation plan. 

 

The suggested improvements like the market analysis and business model canvas were 

considered for the exploitation plan presented in Deliverable 8.5 (Exploitation Plan 2). 

 

 The Annual Ethics Report needs to be corrected according to the comments from the 

experts. 

 

The Annual Ethics Report 2 reports the corrections. 

 

Recommendations concerning future work 

 Implementing of a prototype for one specific nerve block 

The femoral nerve block is being the main target for the development of the algorithms. 

 

 The consortium should consider providing a more detailed feedback to the user if 

the tip/motion of the needle is in the plane of US-imaging. An injection module could 

be added to the virtual US-imaging module of the Simulator. 

At the moment, the ultrasound simulation shows the tissue movement around the needle tip. 

Also, a color-coded image that shows the structures that are in the slice (needle include) is 

provided. Regarding the injection module, this is planned to be developed during the third 

year of the project. 

 

 The originally proposed set of prototypes 

The recommendation has been fully implemented and the consortium will shortly be working 

with 3 portable system stations (prototypes). 

 

 Extension of the duration of the project 

An extension of the duration of the project is no longer an option and will not be considered 

by the consortium. 
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3.2.2 Work progress and achievements during the period 
 

 

Abbreviations 

 

2D/3D 

API 

CRF 

CT 

DICOM 

DoF 

DoW 

DRR 

FEM 

GPU 

H3D 

IB 

IPR 

MRI 

RA 

RASim 

RAAs 

RBAC 

SOFA 

US 

VPH 

WP 

Two-dimensional/Three-dimensional 

Application Programming Interface 

Case Report Forms 

Computer Tomography 

Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine 

Degrees of Freedom 

Description of Work 

Digitally Reconstructed Radiographs 

Finite Element Method 

Graphics Processing Unit 

Open Source Haptic platform (www.h3d.org) 

Investigator’s Brochure 

Intellectual Property Right 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

Regional Anaesthesia 

Regional Anaesthesia Simulator 

Regional Anaesthesia Assistant 

Role-based access control 

Simulation Open Framework Architecture (www.sofa-framework.org) 

Ultrasound 

Virtual Physiological Human 

Work Package 

  

  

  

http://www.h3d.org/
http://www.sofa-framework.org/
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Work Package 2 – Technological Environment 

Summary of progress towards objectives 

 

WP2, the “Technological Environment” package, comprises five tasks. The first four tasks, 

“System Specification”, “Reference Architecture”, “Information Storage” and “Integrated 

Platform” have already been delivered successfully and on time. The fifth task “Image 

Processing Library” is not meant to have a deliverable. 

Since the last year’s review two deliverables (report + service) related to Task 2.4 have been 

submitted successfully and on time. These are the Deliverable D2.4 “Integrated Platform 

(initial)” and the D2.5 “Integrated Platform (final)”. The aim of these tasks was the definition 

and implementation of the necessary infrastructure for the development of the RASimAs 

platform as a unified distributed system that delivers the scenarios and the functionalities that 

were initially outlined in D2.1 (Report on User Specifications) and further refined in D2.2 

(Reference Architecture) and D5.1 (Report on RASimAs Simulator Specifications). 

 

Task 2.1 System Specification 

Description 
This task has the objective of describing the specifications and 

requirements for the assistant and simulator. 

Progress The task ended in the first year. 

Results / Issues 
Deliverable 2.1 (User Specifications Report) from month 3 shows the 

results of this task. 

Task 2.2 Reference Architecture 

Description 
This task defines the architecture and the components integration of the 

simulator platform. 

Progress The task ended in the first year. 

Results / Issues 
Deliverable 2.2 (Reference Architecture Plan) from month 6 shows the 

results of this task. 

Task 2.3 Information Storage 

Description 
The objective of this task is the implementation of the data repository for 

the consortium members. 

Progress The task ended in the first year. 

Results / Issues 

The data repository is fully functional and Deliverable 2.3 (Data Storage 

Component) from month 9 shows the results of this task. 
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Task 2.4 Integrated Platform 

Description 

The orchestration and automation of a series of processing tasks (e.g. 

data access segmentation, registration and fusion) are an essential 

component for the realization of the project’s regional anaesthesia (RA) 

simulators. The aim of this task is to deliver an intuitive user level 

application where data delivering consortium members are able to 

discover the most applicable tools for analyzing the data at hand, 

combine these tools into data flows and pipelines, and furthermore to 

keep an archive of their data processing pipelines, which can be shared 

and reused by other users. As an end user application, this environment 

requires the delivery of a user interface that builds upon the tool/model 

repositories and the domain specific metadata for the efficient discovery 

of analysis tools and their successful integration. The final result will be 

the integrated RASimAs platform and will allow the partners to 

contribute imaging data from different modalities, e.g., magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) and ultrasound (US) as well as model data, 

e.g., surface geometry, tetrahedral meshes and other multi-dimensional 

parameters for simulation. 

Progress 

Task 2.4 aims to define and implement the necessary infrastructure for 

the development of the RASimAs platform as a unified distributed 

system that delivers the scenarios and the functionalities that were 

initially outlined in D2.1 (Report on User Specifications) and further 

refined in D2.2 (Reference Architecture) and D5.1 (Report on RASimAs 

Simulator Specifications). According to these requirements the simulator 

will need to communicate with a local server for authenticating users, 

downloading profile data and training material, and 

uploading/downloading users performance metrics. Additionally, the 

simulator must be able to perform a bi-directional communication with a 

central server for downloading system updates (software, image library, 

training material) and uploading updated users data (profile, training 

history). Moreover, users (system administrators, mentors, trainees) 

must be able to access data both locally (within training environment) 

and globally (outside training environment). Data is accessed via a 

secure authentication service, following the rules of a role-based access 

control (RBAC) system (Figure 3). This is an approach of assigning 

different roles among authorized users with specific access rights for 

each of these roles.  
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Figure 3. Local System Role-Based Access Control System 

On this purpose, two web services, a local and a global one, have 

already been developed and tested extensively. For illustrative 

purposes, in the side of the local server, Figure 4 represents the “home“ 

menus of the local administrator, the mentor and the trainee 

respectively. It may be easily seen the functionality of the RBAC system 

according to which the administrator has access to the rest of the roles, 

the mentor just to the trainees, while the trainees just to themselves.  
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Figure 4. Local System "Home" menus 

In the same direction, in the local system again, Figure 5, Figure 6, 

Figure 7, and Figure 8 represent the registration, the profile, the 

downloading training material, and the training history functionalities 

respectively. 
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Figure 5. Registration 
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Figure 6. Profile 
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Figure 7. Downloading Training Material 
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Figure 8. Training History 

 

In the global system now, Figure 9 represents the global administrator 

“home“ menu, while Figure 10 and Figure 11 the system files uploading 

and downloading functionalities respectively. 

 

Figure 9. Global Admin "Home" menu 
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Figure 10. System Files Uploading 

 

 
Figure 11. System Files Downloading 

 

Results / Issues 

Task 2.4 is already operational in the development stage of the 

simulator, being used by the other partners, and proved to be quite 

robust so far. 

The service and the associated reports have been delivered 

successfully. 

Task 2.5 Image Processing Library 

Description 
This task aims at providing cross-platform tools for image processing in 

the context of patient modelling development. 
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Progress 

Patient-specific information is gained from medical imaging. With 

respect to the RA procedure, three-dimensional voxel recordings usually 

are made in the diagnostic process applying magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI). Within the RASimAs project so far, 34 sets of MRI of 

sane male and female have been recorded at Uniklinik RWTH Aachen, 

Germany; Research Centre Jülich, Germany; and Trondheim Hospital, 

Norway. 

In order to be used to provide anatomical models with a focus on 

patient-specific models of the pelvis for a femoral nerve block, several 

libraries and software packages have been identified: 

 MatLab for preparation of 3D data, image processing (filtering, 

segmentation, denoising), and computer graphics (3D mesh 

deformation, 3D mesh processing). 

 Simulation Open Framework Architecture (SOFA) for non-rigid 

registration of musculoskeletal system which is a simulation 

platform that is also used in other parts of the RASimAs project. 

 MeshLab for 3D mesh processing (smoothing, slicing, splitting, 

re meshing). 

Other libraries used in other Work Packages can be found in the table in 

Task 8.3. 

A method for semi-automatic registration of general model data (VPH – 

Virtual Physiological Human) towards partial MRI image of a real patient 

has been developed and it is an evolution of what was presented in 

Year 1 (Figure 12).  

Image Processing Libraries

MRI

VPH model

Patient-specific
whole body 

model

Image processing libraries
 

Figure 12. Data flow for patient-specific modelling. 

 

This modelling is used on both the simulator and the assistant. In both 

cases, the user enters a set of DICOM (Digital Imaging and 

Communications in Medicine) images of the patient and the anatomical 

model will provide the most appropriate virtual patient. Five steps are 

performed to achieve the anatomical modelling: data selection, pre-
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registration, data conversion, registration, and data export. 

1. Data selection: The VPH model and the MRI patient data are 

selected. 

2. Pre-registration: Digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRR) 

are computed for the virtual model and DICOM images, and 

this 2D representation allows for simple pre-registration with 

respect to affine movements (translation, rotation, scaling). 

Alternatively, coordinates from intrinsic landmarks such as 

spina iliaca (uppermost and largest bone of the pelvis) or the 

trochanter (anatomical part of the femur connecting to hip 

bone) are extracted. 

3. Data conversion: A virtual MRI of the VPH model with 

generic intensity values for the four most important tissue 

types in MRI, i.e., fat, muscle, bone, and air is created for the 

initialization of the registration algorithm. 

4. Registration: A non-rigid registration approach based on the 

algorithm from Benjamin Gilles and using the SOFA platform 

is performed. This algorithm offers the possibility to register a 

three-dimensional (3D) mesh-model/voxel-data combination 

on a target voxel space. 

5. Data export: The registered and deformable meshes are 

flattened using MeshLab and exported in one single X3D file 

format. 

Results / Issues 

The results of this task have been published in 7 papers [2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 

12, 17]. 

Also, the paper “Surface mesh to voxel data registration for patient-

specific anatomical modelling” has been just accepted as poster 

presentation for the SPIE Medical Imaging Conference in February 

2016.  

A semi-automatic registration prototype is currently running and is being 

extended to work as an automatic one. 

Significant results 

The development of the “Integrated Platform” was of great importance since it mainly 

provided, through the development of web services, the necessary infrastructure to the 

RASimAs platform with respect to: 

 The “User Management” service by managing and providing user related information 

(authentication, profile, performance metrics, access rights) to the platform. 

 The “Learning Management and Monitoring” service which is responsible for all the 

statistics gathering process and the management of the trainee’s performance 
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metrics. 

 The “Data Storage” service which is in charge of the management of the training 

material and the software related files. 

  The “Synchronization” service which is responsible for the data exchange between 

every local training center with the RASimAs central server.  

“Web Accessibility” of user profile information and performance metrics via a secure 

authentication service following the rules of a role-based access control (RBAC) system. 

Deviations 

Regarding Task 2.5, the algorithm from Benjamin Gilles which was used for image 

registration had to be adapted in order to work with a mesh to voxel image registration. This 

adaptation has provided a new possibility for it, although only one surface per time can be 

registered. 

Failure or delays to achieve critical objectives 

Not applicable. 

Use of resources 

Partner 
Planned 

PMs 

Actual 

PMs 
Notes 

UKA 5,50 5,98 The use of resources is in overall on target. 

RWTH 1,50 1,43 The use of resources is in overall on target. 

BANGOR 0 1,20 

Sometime has been spent on this task to insure the 

integration of our physiological models from WP3 with 

our work on haptics from WP4. 

UCC 0 0 The use of resources is in overall on target. 

URJC 0 1,50 

During the first period, the URJC devoted less efforts to 

Task 2.4 than originally planned. Otherwise this second 

year the URJC has focused their efforts on integrating 

the Subject Posing System (deliverable D3.1) into the 

Integrated Platform work flow (task 2.4). Currently, URJC 

contribution to Task 2.4 is over and no more efforts will 

be dedicated to this WP. The URJC’s total deviation in 

this WP is not significant and it will be balanced out with 

other tasks without any impact on the URJC budget. 

FORTH 3 3 The use of resources is in overall on target. 

INRIA 0,70 0,70 The use of resources is in overall on target. 
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UNIZA 0,76 0,76 The use of resources is in overall on target. 

SINTEF 0 0,42 

The mean hourly rate used in the original calculations 

was higher than the hourly rate of the people that 

actually turned out to work on the project (also highly 

skilled but less senior than the people that were original 

planned). The incurred costs are more or less in line with 

the planned cost for the 2nd reporting period. 

SG 1,59 1,86 

The PM used in WP2 are of non-significant variance, 

though slightly over target however, in line with the 
Budget. In WP2, SG supported the formatting of 
file structures to be used in the RASim 

and the integration of courseware with data server. 

Total 13,05 16,85  

 

Corrective actions 

Not applicable.  
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Work Package 3 – Patient-Specific Virtual Models 

Summary of progress towards objectives 

 

The objective of this work package is the creation of Patient-Specific Virtual Models of the 

anatomy involved in a regional anaesthesia procedure. This modelling involves the anatomy, 

the biomechanics and the physiology of the different anatomical structures.  

At this stage of the project we have: 

- Anatomical models of the main anatomical substructures of the arm, leg, shoulder 

- Biomechanical models of these substructures  

- Real-time simulation of the deformation of these structures 

- Preliminary models of the electrophysiology 

- Simulation of needle insertion with the models (in relation with WP4) 

 

Task 3.1 Data Acquisition & Management 

Description 
This task aims at collecting all necessary imaging data sets for the 

development of the anatomical model. 

Progress 

As explained in Task 2.5 (Image Processing Library), the chosen 

approach for the building of virtual patients is to register an existing 3D 

surface mesh model towards patient-specific data of the pelvis for a 

femoral nerve block. As mentioned in the title, this task focuses mainly 

on patient-specific image acquisition and management while the 

registration technique is developed in the context of Task 2.5 and 

anatomical modelling in the context of Task 3.2 (Anatomical Modelling). 

While last year we had 15 sets, we now have 58 sets of magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI), individual computer tomography (CT), and 

ultrasound which have been recorded at Uniklinik RWTH Aachen - 

Germany, Research Centre Jülich – Germany, Siemens Medical AG 

Erlangen (via Jülich – Germany), Cochin Hospital, Paris – France, and 

Trondheim Hospital, Norway. All data has been de-identified and was 

uploaded on the data repository developed in the context of Task 2.3 

(Information Storage). Also, to complete the RASimAs data collection, a 

cooperation with the Institute for Community Medicine from 

Universitätsmedizin Greifswald, Germany was established in order to 

acquire the SHIP (Study of Health in Pomerania) MRI data. Figure 13 

shows an example of the images. 
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Figure 13.  On the left, an axial view of MRI. On the right, a coronal view of 

the SHIP MRI data 

 

Regarding the general models, two commercial datasets were used, the 

Zygote model and Anatomium. They yield the human anatomy in three 

dimensions (3D) and provide polygonal meshes, partly enhanced with 

texture. Therefore, they are very useful as reference as well as for 

prototyping; however, such datasets do not consider anatomical 

variations (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14. On the left, female and male bodies from Zygote. On the right, 

male and female bodies from Anatomium. 

 

In addition, the consortium proposed a new model, which was 

reconstructed from CT and MRI (Figure 15, Figure 16, and Figure 17). 
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Figure 15. CT of the RASimAs model. 

 

Figure 16. CT of the RASimAs model - volume view. 
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Figure 17. CT and MRI of the RASimAs model. 

 

Results / Issues 

The main objective of this task has been achieved regarding data 

collection and management.  

However, the commercial models were discovered insufficiently meeting 

the project requirements. As described in Deliverable 3.2 (Patient-

specific library), the Zygote model was extended to fit the needs of the 

RASimAs project by (i) cleaning for inconsistencies and overlap, (ii) 

replacing the femoral nerve towards a more common position in regards 

to blood system and the muscles and (iii) adding fascia, i.e., flat bands of 

tissue below the skin that cover underlying tissue, separate different 

layers of tissue, or enclose muscles. Therefore, a correction and 

alteration of the model data in order to make it suitable for use were 

needed and these efforts have not been foreseen in the proposal phase.  

In face of these problems, a third model has been created for RASimAs 

from CT and MRI data (Figure 18). It is now used instead of Zygote. For 

this model, fascia lata and fascia iliaca were added and the position of 

nerve was corrected. 
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Figure 18. RASimAs model reconstructed from CT and MRI data. 

 

From Figure 19, it can be seen that the new RASimAs model has more 

details than the Zygote model and the shapes look less artificial. 

Furthermore, from the cross-sectional views, it is possible to observe 

that the RASimAs model is correctly positioned, i.e. the nerve is closer to 

muscle and positioned to the left of the artery. In the Zygote model, the 

nerve runs on top of the artery. The RASimAs model also includes the 

fascia Lata and fascia Iliaca, which were missing in the Zygote. The 

images of the Zygote model also show modelling errors, for example, 

part of the nerve overlaps with the vein; these types of errors do not 

occur with the RASimAs model. 
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Figure 19. Comparison between the Zygote model and the RASimAs 

model. 

 

Task 3.2 Anatomical Modelling 

Description 
Anatomical models of upper body torso, upper and lower extremities will 

be developed based on the data sets created in Task 3.1. Segmentation 

algorithms will be developed and existing Virtual Physiological Human 
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(VPH) toolkits will be used in order to extract the different tissue classes. 

These classes will include skin surface, muscle, fat, vessels, bone and 

nerves. Particular attention will be given to generating geometrical 

models that meet the requirements of the computational models that will 

rely on this data. Surface meshes will be compatible with collision 

detection methods, and will allow for the generation of finite element 

models. Nerves, which are not sufficiently visible in conventional imaging 

modalities, will be modelled using a template approach (based on a 

hierarchical tree data structure). Anatomical landmarks extracted from 

MRI data will be used as functional nodes. Mechanical data from Task 

3.1 will be associated with the anatomical representations, so it will 

provide localized, patient-specific, material properties within their 

anatomical context. 

Progress 

Our approach to build a database of virtual patients with the required 

structures consists in registering the available 3D models collected in 

Task 3.1 on patient-specific data also collected in Task 3.1 using the 

algorithms developed in the context of Task 2.5. 

The chosen registration technique uses common registration approaches 

damped by shape matching characteristics of the mesh and it has shown 

suitable for the anatomical modelling. The non-rigid registration 

approach offers the possibility to register a 3D mesh-model/voxel-data 

combination on a target voxel space and it was adapted for the 

development of a method for semi-automatic registration of a general 

model towards partial MRI image of a real patient.  

Figure 20 shows the steps performed to achieve the anatomical 

modelling: data selection, pre-registration, data conversion, registration, 

and data export, which were already explained in Task 2.5 and 

presented in Deliverable 3.2 (Patient-specific library). 
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Figure 20. Workflow for a mesh to voxel basis image registration. 

 

Results / Issues 

The registration technique was adapted in order to work with a mesh to 

voxel image registration although only one surface per time can be 

registered. For now we present the results regarding the skin and bones 

but the non-rigid image registration still has to be implemented for 

muscles. For two different subjects, a female and a male, respectively, 

Figure 21 and Figure 22 show on top the generic Zygote model an on 

the bottom an example of registration with different orientations 

regarding the skin, bones and skin together with bones. 
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Figure 21. On the top, Zygote female generic VPH model. From left to right: 

skin mesh, bones, and both surfaces together. On the bottom, a female 

subject-specific model. From left to right: skin registration, bone 

registration, and both surfaces together. 
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Figure 22. On the top, Zygote male generic VPH model. From left to right: 

skin mesh, bones, and both surfaces together. On the bottom, a male 

subject-specific model. From left to right: skin registration, bone 

registration, and both surfaces together. 

 

Task 3.3 Mechanical Modelling 

Description 

Using models from Task 3.2 and data from Task 3.1, biomechanical 

models of the different tissue classes have been developed. Soft tissue 

modelling rely on elasticity theory, using a finite element method (FEM) 

and a co-rotated approach, which have already demonstrated their 

potential for accurately representing tissue deformation while remaining 

compatible with real-time computation. Particular attention is also given 

to the relationship between tissue deformation and the underlying nerve 

physiology, using a multi-physics approach. 
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Progress 

To improve and simplify the use of patient-specific data in the modelling 

and simulation of soft tissue deformation and needle insertion, we have 

developed two new strategies. The first one consists in using a detailed 

local mesh of the area of insertion (as depicted in Figure 23 ) which is 

linked to a visual representation of the entire limb. Visually, the user sees 

a complete model, yet the simulation only involves a sub-structure. This 

allows for a finer meshing of the area of interest, which is key for 

describing local tissue deformation around the needle during its insertion. 

The second strategy relies on a multi-resolution adaptive meshing 

approach. For this, the structure of interest is meshed using a hexahedral 

grid, and the visual surface is embedded within this grid (Figure 24). 

When the needle penetrates an element, it automatically subdivides into 8 

smaller elements. This non-conformal FEM mesh is handled using 

specific boundary constraints, and the resulting deformation provides a 

more detailed displacement field near the needle shaft. 

In all approaches, the needle insertion algorithm is compatible with the 

meshing approach and allows the traversal of heterogeneous tissue 

layers (epidermis, fat, muscle, etc.) while providing haptic feedback 

(Figure 25). This has been detailed in the technical report of D4.2 (Tool-

Tissue Interaction Models). 

     
Figure 23. An alternative approach to the finite element modeling required 
for needle insertion. Here the mesh supporting the mechanical model (in 
blue) is only generated on a portion of the whole anatomy. This area still 
allows for multiple needle insertion points, and encompasses nerves, blood 
vessels and other local anatomical structures. The rest of the anatomy 
(depicted in wireframe) remains visible in the simulator but is not subject to 
tissue deformations. This is an acceptable simplification since needle-
induced deformations are local. 
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We now replaced 
tetrahedral elements 
with hexas

     
Figure 24. Adaptive subdivision along the path of the needle, allowing for a 

higher level of detail in the deformation field near the needle, while 

maintaining real-time computation times. 

 

 

Figure 25. (left) needle traversing the patient-specific anatomical model 

composed of different mechanical properties, (right) associated force 

profile at the tip of the needle. The transition through the different layers is 

clearly visible. 

 

Results / Issues 

The simplification and refactoring of the soft tissue simulation and needle 

insertion codes (mentioned in the previous report) have been completed. 

This leads to a more modular design and more efficient integration within 

the RASimAs prototype. Work on haptic feedback has also been pursued, 

since haptic rendering is inherently associated with soft tissue deformation 

and needle interactions. At this stage, nearly all components that were 

initially planned have been delivered and already integrated in the 

simulator prototype. 

Task 3.4 Physiological Modelling 

Description This task addresses the problem of modelling nerves from an electro-

physiological standpoint. A key element of this multi-physics modelling 
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consists in accounting for the impact of soft tissue deformation onto the 

nerve location. Also, different variations in physiological anatomy need to 

be taken into account. 

Progress 

During the previous reporting period, we worked on some of the individual 

components needed to complete a working prototype, but the focus of our 

work was mainly on modelling the nerve stimulation (Figure 26). During 

the coding sprint in Strasbourg, we used our force-sensing glove to 

capture the force needed to insert a needle into a live pig's thigh. 

During this reporting period, we built on the top of them to produce a 

prototype. We have completed the modelling of the nerve stimulation by 

an electrical current. It includes limb movement and soft-tissue 

deformation taking into account the intensity of the current and the 

location of the electrode and cathode. We have conducted a feasibility 

study of the electrical propagation for nerve stimulation in a real-time and 

interactive environment. During the General Assembly, a user study has 

been performed to access our simulation platform. It showed encouraging 

results. An article is in preparation to publish our findings. It will be 

submitted in a journal such as IEEE Transactions on Biomedical 

Engineering. 

Results / Issues 

 

 
Figure 26. Simulation of a femoral nerve stimulation-based RA is 

implemented in real-time using SOFA: electrical propagation are shown as 

an isotropic distribution, detected tissues are marked by red, yellow and 

blue points, nerve panel which controls the radius of the outer sphere is 

shown on the right. 

 

Task 3.5 Model Integration 

Description 
The Model Integration will integrate all various components of the model 

already developed. An environment for this function will be created, 

including the anatomical and the mechanical properties of the individual 
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classes. The model integration will be based on the abstraction of the 

participating models as reusable software components that exchange 

standardized data through well-defined communication channels. The 

component models will therefore be orchestrated so as to support the high 

level integration thereof, and a web-based orchestration environment will 

be developed to facilitate the linking of models and data. 

Progress 

Task 3.5 aims to describe and implement the integration of separated but 

well-defined computational procedures leading to the generation of a 

suitable and reliable VPH model for medical simulation.  

In order to create such a VPH model, three independently developed 

toolkits need to be linked to each other in an automatic manner (Figure 

27). The model integration toolkit was designed to accomplish this 

complex task so as (i) to simplify and accelerate the integration process 

and (ii) to eliminate the need for extensive and high level user expertise.  

 

Figure 27 - VPH Model Generation Pipeline 

The joined toolkit for model integration is implemented as a Java-based 

desktop application that considers each of the three incorporated 

computational stages (toolkits) as a background (Operating System-level) 

process.  

A. The first toolkit (Registration Toolkit, semi-automatic) registers 

individual MRI data into the Zygote model and is dedicated to the 

generation of a patient-specific VPH model. In particular it 

generates a set of surface meshes that correspond to the different 

patient tissues derived from the MRI images (Figure 28).  

B. The second toolkit (Posing Generation Toolkit, semi-automatic) 

transforms the personalized VPH model in a way that it matches 

the actual poses that the RA procedure is performed in real 

patients (Figure 29).  

C. The third one (Volumetric Generation Toolkit, automatic) generates 

a volumetric mesh file enriched with biomechanical parameters 

(Figure 30).  
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The generated surfaces meshes and the associated volumetric mesh 

are the key components for the execution of the simulation since 

these two components fully describe a patient both anatomically and 

mechanically. Each toolkit comprises a multi-stage process, and 

except the Volumetric Generation Tookit the other two are semi-

automatic. 

Currently, the Integration Toolkit is functional and ready to accommodate 

current and future versions of the distinct toolkits. A video demonstrating 

the environment and the functionalities of the Integration Toolkit may be 

found at: 

http://www.rasimas.eu/documents_output/videos/Integration_Toolkit_Dem

o.mp4 

 

 
Figure 28 – Registration Toolkit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.rasimas.eu/documents_output/videos/Integration_Toolkit_Demo.mp4
http://www.rasimas.eu/documents_output/videos/Integration_Toolkit_Demo.mp4
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Figure 29 – Posing Generation Toolkit 

 

 

Results / Issues 

The Integration Toolkit is currently functional and ready to accommodate 

current and future versions of the Registration, Posing Generation and 

Volumetric Generation toolkits. 

Task 3.6 Subject Posing 

Description 

In this task, algorithms will be adopted and developed that allow to 

transform the integrated subject-specific data into poses that are used for 

RA, because the gantry-based imaging (i.e. CT, MRI) is usually performed 

in a subject posing that is different to the patient positioning when 

applying RA.  

Progress As explained in the last progress report, during the first year of the project 

we developed a fully functional version of the Subject Posing prototype. 

Figure 30 – Volumetric Generation Toolkit 
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This first version of our semi-automatic posing system follows a 

geometrical approach which was divided in 4 stages (Figure 31):  

1. Volumetrization: this phase is subdivided into two: volumetric image 

building and tetrahedral mesh building.  

2. Weighting: This stage computes the influence exerted by each virtual 

bone on every vertex of tetrahedral mesh.  

3. Mapping: All virtual patient tissues are mapped into the volumetric 

mesh. 

4. Pose selection and tissue deformation: this step can be run in 

automatic way or it can be supervised by an expert through an 

interactive interface (Figure 32). The expert can select the pose 

moving the Virtual Patient Joints, the joint movements deform   the 

tetrahedral mesh, and then these deformations are transferred to the 

patient tissues in real-time. 

 

Figure 31.  Algortihm overview. 

 

 

Figure 32. User Interface 

 

The efforts made along this second year have been devoted to following 

improvements: 

1. The algorithm described above achieves good results in small and 

medium-scale deformations, but fails in large-scale deformations. 

To solve this issue, we have included an optimization stage after 

the fourth step (Figure 31). This new step re-adjusts the final 
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tissue deformation to ensure the volume preservation (Figure 33). 

 

Figure 33. The image on the left shows unrealistic volume increase under 

the model shoulder. The image on the right shows how the optimization 

phase solves the problem. The central image shows the rest pose of the 

model. 

 

2. The quality of the tetrahedral mesh is critical for the success of the 

algorithm. Over this second year, we have improved the 

volumetrization step as it is shown in Figure 34. 

 

 

Figure 34. Tetrahedrization improvement. 

 

The Posing System was included in the Integrated Platform (Task 2.4). 

Currently, the posing system supports the file formats provided by Task 

3.2 and the file formats required by Task 3.3. Additionally, in order to 

reduce the time spent by the experts, we divided the Posing System into 

two different applications. The first one (steps 1, 2 and 3) is fully automatic 

and pre-processes the data needed by the second application (step 4 plus 

optimization) which is interactive.  

Results / Issues 

Over this year, we finished the development of the Posing System and it 

has been successfully included in the Integrated Platform. A preliminary 

version of the posing algorithm has been published [11]. 

We plan to extend this work and submit it to an international journal. 

Further information on the Subject Posing System can be found in the 
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report of Deliverable 3.1 (Toolkit for Pose Transforms of VPH Models) and 

in the following video: 

http://www.gmrv.es/Publications/2015/CSG15/Finalen.mp4 

Figure 35 shows some results obtained for different tissues. It must be 

remarked that our algorithm is flexible enough to deal with surface 

representations and volumetric images. Although the ability to work with 

volumetric images is not relevant for the RASimAs project, it is an 

interesting result for other medical applications.   

 

Figure 35. Results of the algorithm. 

 

Significant results 

The main result from WP3 during Year 2 is an integrated simulation of needle insertion 

involving soft tissue deformation, patient-specific anatomical models, and pose estimation. This 

simulation is used in the simulator prototype to provide real-time interactions. Various 

components of this result are evolutions from outcomes of Year 1, and highlight an efficient 

collaboration between partners of this WP as well as WP4 and WP5. 

Deviations 

As stated in Task 3.1 and D3.2, the Zygote model has presented some inconsistencies, 

incorrectness, and incompleteness where skeleton overlaps muscles, and the blood vessels 

intersect with bone, partly laying within the bony structures. The creation of the RASimAs 

model for the pelvis area overcomes these problems, with the fascia lata, fascia iliaca and 

nerve created to be realistic and to fit the needs for the simulator and assistant.  

Failure or delays to achieve critical objectives 

Patient-specific models using the Zygote as the general model were generated considering 

only non-overlapping areas such as skin and bones.  

Use of resources 

http://www.gmrv.es/Publications/2015/CSG15/Finalen.mp4
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Partner 
Planned 

PMs 

Actual 

PMs 
Notes 

UKA-IMI 11,01  9,94 
The use of resource is in overall on target. More efforts are 

expected in the future. 

BANGOR 9 8,2  

Almost on target. There is slight variation that is due to the 

fact that some time has been spent on the Technological 

Environment to insure the integration of our physiological 

models from WP3 with our work on haptics from WP4. The 

planning about the integration of our work in WP3 and 

WP4 has been taken into account in WP2 rather than WP3 

and/or WP4. 

URJC 1  2,7  

This deviation is caused mainly by two factors. First, on 

grounds of efficiency, other partners involved in Posing 

System focused their efforts on another important task 

while URJC assumed more responsibilities in this module 

and reduced its participation on other activities such as the 

tool-tissue interaction module (Task 4.2). Second, URJC 

originally planned to hire a postdoctoral researcher to work 

on WP3, WP4 and WP5 but finally, a PhD. student was 

hired instead. Since the worker’s profile was not the one 

expected, the URJC was compelled to increase its 

dedication in these WPs. During this second year, we have 

hired a technician in order to overcome the delay caused 

by the increase in the URJC’s dedication. This adjustment 

in actual PMs dedicated to these WPs will not have any 

impact on the URCJ’s budget, since the cost of a PhD and 

the cost of a technician are lower than the cost of a 

postdoctoral researcher. Hiring a PhD. student and a 

technician let us increase our dedication by a 30% without 

affecting the URJC’s budget. Although the deviation in this 

WP is over the 30%, it will be balanced out with other 

WPs.  

FORTH 12,50 17,50 

Increase of PMs for Task 3.5 from 2 to 7. The workload 

was much more than originally anticipated. This is due to 

the fact that the fusion, in an automatic way, of distinct 

modelling toolkits into one single platform is not a trivial 

task. There were plenty of challenges to overcome mainly 

due to the software programming complexity related to the 

toolkits' interconnection engine, and the friendly user 

interface implementation. In addition, such a complex task 

is the outcome of a lengthy and intense communication 

and collaboration among the involved parties. 
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INRIA 3,25  2,9  The use of resources is in overall on target. 

KUL 0 0 Non-significant variance. 

Total 36,76 41,24  

 

Corrective actions 

Not applicable. 
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Work Package 4 – RASimAs Components 

Summary of progress towards objectives 

WP4 is in charge of developing the RASim and the RAAs main software components. Tasks 

4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 implement the RASim modules, while tasks 4.5 and 4.6 address the 

development of the RAAs components.  

During the first months of the project’s first year, the user requirements were specified. Those 

requirements were transferred into functional requirements that were used to design the 

hardware/software architecture. The specified requirements and the software/hardware 

architecture guided the design of the software modules developed in this WP. A preliminary 

version of all the components were developed and released. Besides, T4.1, T4.2, T4.3 and 

T4.4 were integrated into the first version of the simulator, providing a joint platform to 

integrate the progress achieved by each WP4 partner.  

Over this second year the partners involved in this WP focused on completing the RASim 

and RAAs components and on its integration into their respective platforms. Regarding 

RASim (Figure 36), most efforts were devoted to the interaction among the different 

components. With this respect, H3D plays a central role in the architecture of the simulator. 

H3D serves as core API to communicate with all software modules and hardware interface. 

H3D mainly collaborates with the SOFA module for soft muscular deformations, the US 

module for simulation of ultrasound-guided images, the courseware module for keeping track 

for the user metrics (profile and scenarios) and the electrical nerve stimulator module to 

stimulate electrical impulse-guided needle insertions. On the hardware part, H3D provides 

haptics, 3D tracker interface and software threads to read the device info and provides this 

information to desired modules. 

 

 

Figure 36. RASim prototype. 

Regarding the RAAs, preliminary versions of every module (but “Real-time enhancement of 
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the drug injected”) have been released. Although promising results have been obtained, 

further efforts are needed in order to achieve the desired level of robustness. Therefore, in 

the next months the work in this task will aim at improving the robustness of the current 

implementations.  

It must be pointed out that tasks 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 have been successfully accomplished. 

Deliverables D4.1 (Haptic Feedback Components), D4.2 (Tool-Tissue Interaction Models) 

and D4.3 (Ultrasound Simulation Components) were submitted on time.  While tasks 4.4, 4.5, 

4.6 and final integration of all the components in their hardware platform will be finished in 

the forthcoming months. Additionally, significant contributions have been made in every WP 

task. The sections below summarize the most important ones.  

 

Task 4.1 Haptic Feedback Development 

Description 

It is necessary to develop haptic rendering algorithms that can provide 

users with an intuitive interaction during needle; the quality of the force 

feedback provided in RASim is essential for allowing trainees to develop 

skills that can be transferred to real surgical environments. In particular, 

special attention will be devoted to ensure that the haptic feedback has 

the required degrees of realism and stability. 

Progress 

The functional requirements agreed during the first year simplified the 

development of this module, since only the needle force feedback had 

to be simulated.  

Over the last year, the groups involved in this task aimed at developing 

an algorithm to simulate the following haptic scenarios: 

- Needle is inserted in a given tissue (skin, fascia…) 

- The needle tip progresses through a given tissue skin. The 

needle tip cuts the tissue when penetrating 

- The needle shaft is moved through a given tissue 

All these different behaviors can be simulated with our constraint based 

algorithm: using unilateral constraints to simulate interactions with the 

needle tip and bilateral constraints to simulate interactions with the 

needle shaft. 

In order to provide an ultra-realistic experience to clinicians, task 4.2 

implements: advanced soft tissue deformation models, advance needle 

models and advanced contact resolution methods (constraint-based 

formulation). Aiming at taking advantage of all these implementations, 

the haptic module is included as an additional module inside the task 

4.2 and it will be implemented in SOFA. Developing both modules 

together is a natural decision, but there are some issues that have to be 

addressed. The tool-tissue interaction module runs at low rates (25 to 

100 Hz), while the haptic force feedback loop requires to be updated at 

a rate higher than 500Hz in order to provide a realistic and stable output 
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(Figure 37). Since it is impossible to run the simulation loop at these 

rates, these modules run on different threads with different update rates. 

As it was previously mentioned, we are aiming at generating a high 

quality haptic rendering, taking advantage of our high fidelity simulation. 

Therefore, we decide to implement a method that falls in the category of 

intermediate representation. The simulation loop (low rate loop) builds 

the interaction equations setting the constraints and they are solved in 

the haptic loop (high rate loop). 

 

Figure 37. Ultrasound probe solution. 

 

Additionally, in the context of task 3.4, a basic needle insertion model 

has been implemented using the native Application Programming 

Interface (API) OpenHaptics. It was initially used to assess the virtual 

environment with physiological modelling (nerve stimulation) and to 

conduct a user study in order to validate the nerve electrical-stimulation 

model (task 3.4).  

Results / Issues 

During the last year, we have implemented a haptic rendering algorithm 

that follows a constraint based approach. This module works together 

with the tool-tissue interaction module in order to provide high fidelity 

force feedback. 

Our hardware platform cannot virtualy simulate the US probe force 

feedback. It has been substituted by appropriate hardware used for the 

probe mock up to save costs of the entire system (Figure 38). On the 

one hand, the physicians need to adjust the pressure exerted on the 

patient skin with the US probe in order to optimize the US view. On the 

other hand, this pressure is different among patients. Aiming at solving 

this issue, the groups of the consortium involved in RASim decided to 

attach a moving part kept in place by a soft spring at the end of the 

probe. 
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Figure 38. Ultrasound probe solution. 

The users will not feel the virtual patient, but instead they will touch the 

mannequin with the probe. Additionally, the soft tip lets the tool tissue 

interaction module estimate the pressure exerted by the user using a 

constraint-based simulation technique. It must be remarked that our 

haptic module is prepared to simulate US force feedback. Linking 

the US probe to a haptic device will allow the haptic module to render 

forces easily, since tool-tissue interaction is modelled with the same 

constraint-based simulation used in the haptic module (Figure 39). 

In the RASim hardware platform, the needle movement is controlled by 

the user through a PHANToM OMNi haptic device (from Sensable - 

http://www.dentsable.com/haptic-phantom-omni.htm).  

 

 
Figure 39. Needle hardware. 

Commonly, needle insertion procedures are performed in 5 degrees of 

freedom (DoF) devices, whereas our haptic device only delivers force 

feedback in 3 DoF (x, y and z axis). In order to address this issue a 

special foam (hardware) is used to substitute the missing forces (Figure 

40). 

http://www.dentsable.com/haptic-phantom-omni.htm
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Figure 40. Needle inserted in the pad (mannequin). 

By using a haptics device together with a mannequin, our intention is to 

deliver a realistic feeling by both a physical “hands-on” object and a 

simulated “haptics feeling” with a 3 DoF force feedback device. One of 

the many advantages of using a real mannequin to insert the needle is 

that the user can release the needle at any point and the needle will 

keep its position without stability issues. Additionally, our haptic 

module is prepared to compute the feedback force using the 

kinetic distance between the probe and the proxy allowing 6 DoF 

force feedback with the appropriated device.  

It must be point out that our simulation core (Deliverables D4.1 and 

D4.2) is flexible enough to simulate additional needle behaviours such 

as tissue tearing caused by the needle shaft movements. Currently, we 

are modelling the needle as a rigid object but the simulation core is 

ready to include a soft needle model (see Deliverable D4.2).  

 

Task 4.2 Tool-Tissue Interaction Modelling 

Description 

The main goal of this task is the construction of the simulator core. For 

this purpose it will be necessary:  

(i) To develop appropriate collision detection, contact response and 

soft tissue deformations algorithms. 

(ii) To provide mechanisms for these algorithms to incorporate the 

patient-specific virtual model and data described in WP3. 

(iii) To integrate the modules meeting the overall simulator design 

specifications. This research line will be driven by the following 

key factors: the performance of these algorithms for meeting the 

real-time needs of the simulator, the requirement to work on 

patient-specific data and the interaction between the haptic 

rendering algorithms and the soft-tissue model. The electrical 

stimulus simulation is also integrated in this task. 

Progress The central contribution of T4.2 is related to the simulation of needle 

insertion and is described in details in the report associated with D4.2. 
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We just recall here the main results. 

Our approach to needle-tissue interactions is based on the definition of 

specific constraints to simulate the insertion of thin and flexible medical 

devices into soft tissues. This allows the use of any deformation models 

for either the tissue or needle and simulations at interactive frame rates. 

Contrary to other methods, no remeshing process is needed, which is 

very suitable for a FEM approach. Our method can handle complex 

scenarios where needle steering, non-homogeneous tissues and 

interactions between different needles can be combined.  

The main progress since last year’s report involve a new modular 

design of the needle insertion plugin, and major improvements in 

terms of stability. We also worked on related aspects such as the 

interaction of the US probe with the skin model, and the simulation of 

the injection and diffusion of anesthetic throughout the tissues. 

Results / Issues 

The current implementation for the flexible needle model is very fast, 

typically 1ms for a rigid or simple flexible model. The volumetric tissue 

model is based on a tetrahedral mesh created from a surface mesh 

reconstructed from MRI and CT data. To guarantee interactive 

simulation rates, we need to bind the number of elements in the mesh. 

During regional anesthesia, an important feedback comes from the 

visual and haptic feedback associated to the interaction between the 

needle and fascia. Fascia are membranes that separate different tissue 

groups and that are more resistive to needle puncture than other tissue 

types. We therefore model fascia as surfaces embedded in the 

volumetric mesh, and associate specific properties to their interaction 

with the needle model.  

All the elements described above have been developed within the 

SOFA framework. They form a plugin, which generates a binary 

dynamic library that can be linked to the main RASimAs application. 

This plugin benefits from major changes recently done in the SOFA 

framework that make the deployment of SOFA-based applications much 

easier. Overall, this approach facilitates exchanges with other partners 

involved in the development of the prototype (see an early prototype 

visual in Figure 41). We also organized several technical workshop 

(Coding Sprints) in April 2015, September 2015 and December 2015 to 

accelerate this integration process. We are also interacting on a weekly 

basis with other partners to facilitate this integration process. 
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Figure 41. Integration of real-time simulation of needle insertion with 

haptic interface using SOFA and H3D. 

 

Task 4.3 Ultrasound Simulation 

Description 

The ultrasound module will be fully developed within this task. There are 

two main techniques for guiding physicians during the nerve location 

phase, based on electrical stimulation and ultrasound guided 

procedures. 

Currently, there is no agreement on which technique is the best, the 

choice depends on specific preferences and infrastructure of the 

different anaesthesia departments (furthermore, some physicians 

combine both techniques). 

In consequence, RASim will let trainees choose between both methods; 

the previous work performed by RWTH, INRIA and SG in ultrasound 

simulation will be invaluable in this respect. 

Progress 

The Ultrasound Simulation Module was developed within this task. The 

following is a list of the main requirements: 

 

1. The simulation module should work with the anatomical 

models provided (3D triangle meshes). 

2. The simulation module should be compatible with the data 

structures provided by task 4.2. (Tool tissue interaction) to 

visually show the tissue deformation produced, including the 

needle visualization. 

3. The simulation module should show the main anatomical 

structures (nerve, arteries, veins) to perform an ultrasound 
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guided regional anesthesia (UGRA) procedure. 

4. It must work in real-time. 

Additionally, to include a larger range of effects and artifacts that can be 

simulated independently of the provided modules, a physically-based 

approach was preferred over an image reconstruction approach, which 

requires new ultrasound data acquisition for each data set. 

The Ultrasound Simulation Module has been developed as planned 

using the method described in previous reports (More details in 

Deliverable 4.3). It uses a ray-tracing strategy to imitate the ultrasound 

wave produced by the probe to scan the virtual anatomical models and 

emulate the real physical processes that produce B-Mode ultrasound 

images. The result is a more flexible simulation module since simulation 

parameters can be configured to change the ultrasound images 

(similarly to real devices). Furthermore, the anatomical models can be 

exchanged without affecting how the simulation works. 

Results / Issues 

Simulating complex physical phenomena, such as the interaction of the 

ultrasound wave with soft tissue, in real-time, requires simplification of 

the mathematical and physical models, which unavoidably results, in 

this case, in simulated images that do not include all the details and 

artifacts that conform a real ultrasound image. Furthermore, the 

anatomical models used for the simulations, are by themselves 

simplified versions of the real human anatomy. 

Some efforts have been being made to minimize the impact of these 

issues in the level of realism of the resulting simulated images: 

1. More anatomical details were added to the models. The interior 

walls of blood vessels were modeled based on the provided 

models to add some thickness to the blood vessels in the 

simulated ultrasound. This is important since most of the time, 

blood vessels are shown in their cross-sectional plane, and the 

lack of this thickness had a large negative impact on the realism. 

A similar approach was used to model the internal structure of 

the nerves.  

2. Speckle and noise textures were enhanced. For intramuscular 

fat tissue and the diverse connective tissue surrounding most of 

the structures (both were completely absent in the used models) 

a different approach was necessary. In this case, CT data was 

used to enhance the speckle textures and add some of the 

patterns that these types of tissue create. 

The level of realism of the synthetic images cannot be measured do to 

the lack of “ground truth” data against which to compare. The opinion of 

medical experts was of course key input on improving the simulation 

and the anatomical models. However, the measure of how useful the 
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level of realism achieved is for training and learning the procedure can 

only be obtained during clinical trials, which will take place during the 

third year of the project. 

Regarding other technical aspects, the ultrasound module is fully 

integrated to the other modules. It received position and orientation data 

of the virtual tools and uses these data to simulate and produce, in real-

time the simulated image and a color-coded cross-sectional image, 

which is used in the courseware to guide the trainees. Additionally, the 

deformation mesh provided by task 4.2 was successfully adapted to 

include these deformations in the ultrasound images, without causing a 

negative impact in performance. 

Task 4.4 Training Function Development 

Description 

The courseware system transforms a virtual reality simulator into a 

training platform. Virtual Reality resources will be exploited to guide the 

training process. In short, this module will be in charge of the: 

 Training system: 

o Proposing a set of the assessment metrics and gathering 

them during the simulation.   

o Guiding the user during the simulation. Explaining 

trainees the stages of the Regional Anesthesia procedure 

and guiding them through them. Defining the formative 

and summative feedback that will be displayed during the 

simulation. 

o Providing supportive feedback after the simulation. 

The feedback provided during and after the simulation will be 

used by trainees and physicians for self-directed learning 

and training, detection of errors and weak points, and study 

of the learning curve. 

 Communication with the server: 

o User login. 

o Synchronising the user profile. Managing the assessment 

metrics. The courseware will gather the metrics during 

the session and it will store them in the server. 

o Synchronising the training scenario database. 

Clinical trial functionality: The courseware implements additional 

functionality needed for the clinical trials, for example, block the 

user after 10.5 hours of training or printing a report in each 

session. 

Progress One of the main objectives of the courseware is to guide the user during 
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the simulation. We are implementing 2 courseware modes: a guided 

mode and a free practice mode. The guided mode steers the users 

along the procedure. This mode is meant to be a tutorial where the user 

actions are contained. The trainee is forced to follow all the steps of the 

procedure. In the guided mode, the user performs the procedure without 

restrictions.  

For both modes, we have defined possible assessment metrics based 

on the documentation provided by our clinical partner. Additionally, we 

developed the logical architecture. We implemented the communication 

between the training system and the simulator. This will let us capture 

the events that have to be tracked in order to know, during the 

simulation, which is the current phase of the procedure to gather the 

appropriate metrics and to display appropriate supportive information. 

Furthermore, the courseware delivers additional exercises at specific 

steps of the procedure. For example, during the scan-scout phase, the 

trainee should identify the key landmark structures on US view.   

We have also defined some supportive information for the guide mode. 

There are 3 types of the supportive information during the simulation: 

 Text: The interface displays a list of tasks. The completed tasks 

are highlighted. Additional information on the current task is also 

shown. If an important error is made, the application displays an 

error message (Figure 42). 

 

Figure 42. Courseware UI: Task list (upper right corner), further 

explanations on the bottom left corner.  

 Visual aids: Some steps could be difficult for a novice user. We 

have identified those stages and we have provided additional 

visual information in order to perform the task (Figure 43).  
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Figure 43. Courseware UI: Visual aid (bottom right corner). 

 Information on demand: In most of the steps, the user can ask 

for help. This help came in the shape of a video tutorial, 

additional text or additional visual information. For example, the 

nerve could be highlighted on US view during the tissue 

identification stage (Figure 44).  

 

Figure 44. Additional visual help showed on demand. 

 

After the simulation, system will display a summary of the metrics 

gathered.  

At this point, the communication with the server can be considered 

completed, the courseware logs the users in and stores the users 

profile.   

Finally, the module provides the clinical trial functionality required by the 

clinical partners. 

Results / Issues The RA procedure can be divided in three stages: scan-scout phase, 
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needle steering phase and drug release phase. Currently, the scan-

scout phase has been fully completed. The other two stages are on 

track and will be delivered on time. 

Besides, we finished the implementation of the user interface and the 

module is integrated with the other components trough H3D. Additional 

efforts were devoted to the integration between the courseware and the 

US module. The courseware displays the US view and implements the 

US control panel. Furthermore, the US generates a labelled image, 

which is used by the training system with different purposes (mainly to 

gather assessments metrics). 

Currently, the courseware does not synchronise the training scenario 

database since for the clinical trial, we will only consider one virtual 

scene. 

Task 4.5 Real-Time Model Processing 

Description 

The overall aim of this task is to develop the necessary real-time 

software components to make it easy to obtain an optimal ultrasound 

view of the target nerve and to perform an ultrasound-guided nerve 

block. There is no clear distinction between T4.5 and T4.6 but here the 

more fundamental components are developed, a prerequisite for the 

next task.   

Progress 

The functionality implemented includes real-time automatic: 

 2D annotation of key landmarks in the US image stream, including 

detection and tracking of the femoral artery (left on Figure 45). 

 3D reconstruction of the femoral artery from US data (right on Figure 

45). Potentially other structures like the nerve could be 

reconstructed in 3D as well. 

 3D registration of a model to the US images in order to provide 

anatomical reference and context (right on Figure 45). Just the bone 

is shown here but potentially all relevant structures in a generic 

model can be used. The idea would then be to replace the static 

surface models in the generic model with key 3D patient specific 

structures generated from ultrasound. 
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Figure 45. (right) Real-time automatic annotation of important landmark in 

2D ultrasound images (left) Real-time automatic 3D reconstruction of the 

femoral artery and 3D registration of a model using tracked 2D ultrasound 

data. 

 

Results / Issues 
All the key software components have been developed. Significant work 

is needed in order to make this robust. 

Task 4.6 Intra-Procedure Guidance Development 

Description 

The overall aim of this task is to develop the necessary real-time 

components to make it easy to navigate the probe so that a good 

ultrasound image of the target region can be obtained, to navigate the 

needle close to the target nerve and to verify that the drug is injected 

properly. 

Progress 

The required functionality includes: 

 Real-time ultrasound probe guidance: Most of the required 

functionality has been implemented. The current challenge is to 

make it robust in the general case. 

o 2D: Move the probe in the direction of the green bar. The 

green bar in Figure 46 (right side) tells the user to move the 

probe to the left. A green bare at the top would tell the user 

to move the probe upwards in the direction of the head and 

so forth. 
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Figure 46. Real-time automatic ultrasound probe guidance with both 3D 

(green ghost probe) and 2D (green bar at the sides) assistance. 

o 3D: Align the probe (gray) with the green ghost probe. When 

enough ultrasound data have been acquired, the ghost probe 

appears and the user should move the probe (gray) to this 

location so that the two probes are aligned (left on Figure 

46).  

 Real-time needle guidance: Work in progress. There will be both 2D 

and 3D support for guiding the needle to the target.  

 Real-time enhancement of the drug injected: Not started. 

Results / Issues 

Both 2D and 3D support for guiding the probe to the target region have 

been implemented. The challenge is to make this robust enough to work 

in the general case. 

Significant results 

The most significant results for every WP4 task have been already listed. 6 papers have 

been published [1, 4, 10, 13, 16, 18] and it must be remarked that the number of publications 

is below the expected. This comes from the fact that over this second year the groups have 

focused on the development and on the integration of the different components. 

Deviations 

No remarkable deviations. Minor deviations have been explained in the individual task 

reports. 

Failure or delays to achieve critical objectives 

No remarkable delays or failures to achieve critical objectives so far. 

Use of resources 

Partner 
Planned 

PMs 

Actual 

PMs 
Notes 

BANGOR 3  2,60  Here is slight variation that is due to the fact that some 
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time has been spent on the Technological Environment 

to insure the integration of our physiological models from 

WP3 with our work on haptics from WP4. The planning 

about the integration of our work in WP3 and WP4 has 

been taken into account in WP2 rather than WP3 and/or 

WP4. 

RWTH 13 13,18 Non-significant variance. 

FORTH 4,50 4,42 The use of resources is in overall on target. 

INRIA 6 2,10 

You have to remember that we had much more worked 

on the period 1 than planned and thus we had less 

worked that planned initially over the period 2. 

SG 6,5  9,56  

This project year WP4 has been the major 

developmental package among all project partners. SG 

in this year has taken PMs over target for WP4 in 

supporting the integration/development of every module 

being developed. Though the development of WP4 

components has not completed yet, the support may 

continue further within the planned budget. 

SINTEF 8 10,45 

Explanation of deviation between planned and used PMs 

during the 2nd reporting period: The mean hourly rate 

used in the original calculations was higher than the 

hourly rate of the people that actually turned out to work 

on the project (also highly skilled but less senior than the 

people that were original planned). The incurred costs 

are more or less in line with the planned cost for the 2nd 

reporting period. 

URJC 17,5  24,03 

The PMs used in year 2 is over the target. URJC 

originally planned to hire a postdoctoral researcher to 

work on WP3, WP4 and WP5 but finally, a PhD. student 

was hired instead. Since the worker’s profile was not the 

one expected, the URJC was compelled to increase its 

dedication in these WPs. During this second year, we 

have hired a technician in order to overcome the delay 

caused by the increase in the URJC’s dedication. 

This adjustment in actual PMs dedicated to these WPs 

will not have any impact on the URCJ’s budget, since the 

cost of a PhD and the cost of a technician are below the 

cost of a postdoctoral researcher. Hiring a PhD. student 

and a technician let us increase our dedication by a 30% 
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without affecting the URJC’s budget. 

UNIZA 4 4 

Non-significant variance. The UNIZA was involved in 

Tasks 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. The mathematical methods for 

the availability/reliability complex system based on 

uncertain data have been developed. These methods 

can be used in training procedure for the estimation of 

error rate and analysis of availability of obtained 

ultrasound view. 

Total 62,5 70,34  

 

Corrective actions 

Not applicable. 
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Work Package 5 – RASimAs Prototype 

Summary of progress towards objectives 

 

Overall:  

The main objective of WP5 is to develop the simulator (RASim) and assistant (RAAs) 

prototypes. The systems developed will be based on the clinical requirements established in 

WP2, will be assembled using the software components developed in WP3 and WP4 and will 

be clinically evaluated in WP6.  

 

In WP5 there are 5 tasks (T5.1 and T5.2 are related to the RASim, T5.3 and T5.4 are related 

to the RAAs and T5.5 is related to both), 5 deliverables (D5.1 and T5.2 related to the RASim 

and D5.3 and D5.4 related to the RAAs and D5.5 related to both) and 2 millstones (MS5 

related to the RASim and MS6 related to the RAAs).  

 

RASim:  

 The first deliverable D5.1 was submitted on time (M12). 

 Second deliverable D5.2 and MS5 (M24) were submitted in project month 24 (on time). 

 D5.2 outlines the integration of hardware and software for the first prototype being 

delivered in month 27. 

 

RAAs:  

 A first version of the single-rack RAAs prototype has been developed.  

 The deliverables D5.3 and D5.5, i.e. specification and revised specification related to the 

assistant, as well as deliverable D5.4 and milestone MS6, i.e. deploying the RAAs 

prototype for clinical evaluation, are more or less on schedule (all due M27).  

 

 

Task 5.1 RASim System Integration  

Description 

All of the simulator functions will be integrated using the Open Source 

Software H3D as a central engine and combined within a prototype unit. 

This task is focused on the software components and will include the 

haptic input/output, the tool-tissue interaction, simulation of the guidance 

procedures and the training module. Special care will be devoted to the 

integration of the haptic rendering algorithms with the tool-tissue 

interaction module, in order to reach the project specifications in terms of 

accuracy and speed of the haptic response. This task will need a number 

of activities such as (i) system architecture, (ii) component integration, (iii) 

system optimization and (v) technical evaluation.  

Progress 
The development / integration of RASim is in progress, almost every 

module has been integrated with pre-defined interfaces using H3D API. 

H3D is the core API to communicate with all software modules being 
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developed under the umbrella of RASim. It is responsible for metadata 

exchange between all of the RASim modules i.e., the requests and 

response are being sent through H3D. The information simulated through 

the modules are such as scene being rendered, the tool positions, the US 

probe position & orientation, force feedbacks, and anatomical 

geometries. H3D mainly collaborates with the SOFA framework (module) 

for soft muscular deformations, the US module for simulation of 

ultrasound-guided images, the courseware module for keeping track for 

the user metrics (profile and scenarios), and the electrical nerve 

stimulator module to stimulate electrical impulse-guided needle 

insertions. RASim software integration model is shown in Figure 47, 

where H3D can be seen as a primary module interacting with all other 

modules. 

 

Figure 47. RASim software integration model. 

Deliverable 5.1 has been produced with detail description of RASim 

integration and modules for software development.  

Results / Issues 

The implementation of the RASim is according to the Deliverable 5.1 

specifications, so far the software is stable and various internal versions 

have been released. However there is a minor deviation from the course 

of action described in next section. 

Task 5.2 RASim Portable Prototype  

Description 

The task focuses on the development of a working prototype used in 

clinical trials (WP6). The project will require the development of 3 

portable system stations, which will be transferred or directly integrated 

within the facilities of the 3 testing institutions, and additional units to be 
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used by the developers, The combination of hard- and software will lead 

to the prototype of the simulator. This will be a four-stage process 

consisting of the following steps (i) hardware acquisition and modification, 

(ii) hardware and software integration, (iii) system tests and evaluation, 

and (iv) final system design. 

Progress 

As proposed in Deliverable 5.1 for hardware integration part all 

interface/drivers (both input and output) of the devices connect with H3D 

API (core software) to support user interactions. H3D provides haptics 

interface, 3D tracker interface, and software threads to read the device 

info which on later stages is passed to the desired modules. The most 

recent prototype for RASim can be seen in Figure 48. 

 

 
Figure 48. Recent prototype for RASim. 

Deliverable 5.2 has been produced with detail description of RASim 

hardware and software integration. The document outlines the 

specifications of hardware used in the prototype as well as the software 

components interacting with hardware. 

Results / Issues 

The integration done so far is functional and stable. At this stage of the 

project, there is one minor deviation from the proposed plan. The 

Simulator prototype was supposed to be delivered in month 24, whereas 

now it’s planned to be delivered in month 27. Some of the modules from 

WP3 and WP4 are still in development phase, which are core parts of the 

RASim prototype. 

Task 5.3 RAAs System Integration  

Description 

Generate the assistant specification and integrate the different software 

components developed in T4.5 and T4.6 into a single system. This task 

can be divided into a number of activities such as (i) system specification 

and architecture, (ii) component integration, (iii) system optimization, (v) 

technical evaluation and (vii) clinical testing and feedback.  
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Progress 

 Specification: Based on the clinical requirements a technological 

solution was proposed. This was used as input to a “work in progress 

specification” acting as the guiding document for further assistant 

development. The specification document will be delivered as D5.3 

and D5.5 within the due date M27 (the specification and the revised 

specification have the same due date for the assistant).  

 Software integration: Overall the assistant software running on the 

assistant machine consists of 4 main layers as shown in Figure 49.  

 

Figure 49. Layers of the assistant software. 

 

o The “AssistantWindow” is the GUI of the AssistantApplication. 

o The “AssistantApplication” keeps track of the current state of 

the assistant and uses the different algorithms described next.  

o The “Assistant Algorithms” layer consists of all the algorithms 

described in T4.5 (such as artery detection and tracking) and 

T4.6 (such as ultrasound probe guidance).  

o The FAST framework: The assistant is built on top of this 

framework and several algorithms from FAST are used 

directly in the assistant software. Most of the algorithms in 

FAST and in the assistant algorithms layer above are run on 

the GPU in order to be real time.  

 Assistant - Scanner communication: The assistant and ultrasound 

system communicates using the TCP/IP protocol and are physically 

connected with a cable. The ultrasound system acts as the server 

using the PLUS toolkit. Plus listens for any incoming connections. 

Once a connection is established, image (probe) and position (probe 

and needle) data are sent from the server to the client running on the 
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assistant. The data is transmitted in the OpenIGTLink format. 

Results / Issues 

Results: 

 All software components developed in WP4, the assistant-scanner 

communication protocol and the FAST framework have been 

integrated into the assistant software. 

 The assistant specification is a “work in progress document” that will 

be delivered as D5.3 and D5.5 within the due date M27 (same 

deadline). 

 4 scientific journal and conference contributions related to the 

assistant software have been published and presented [3, 15, 16, 18]. 

Issues:  

 More work is needed in WP4 in order to increase the quality and 

accuracy of the required software components. Furthermore, more 

work is needed in WP5 to make the assistant more robust and to 

optimize the system to work in the general case (clinical input 

required).  

 An image-based model where everything is aligned (i.e. the voxel 

data and the surface models extracted) was desired for the assistant 

from day one. Both CT and MR data were acquired from one of the 

project participants. Models have been extracted from the CT and 

additional models have later been added / corrected partly based on 

the MR as well. We would like to align the CT, MR and all the models 

in order to investigate if such a generic model can be used for the 

assistant as well, first and foremost to give anatomical reference and 

context, and maybe to help interpret the ultrasound images.  

 Significant discrepancies between the clinical experts were detected 

when annotating 2D ultrasound sequences. This makes it difficult to 

establish the “ground truth” and with no “gold standard” it’s difficult to 

optimize the automatic algorithms.  

Task 5.4 RAAs Portable Prototype  

Description 

In this task hardware and software are combined to produce a working 

assistant prototype that can be used in clinical trials (WP6). The main 

subtasks are; (i) hardware acquisition and modification, (ii) hardware and 

software integration, (iii) system tests and evaluation, and (iv) prototype 

duplication. The work is based on the clinical requirements gathered and 

the technological solution proposed.   

Progress 

Hardware:  

An ultrasound scanner has been combined with additional hardware into 

a single rack RAAs system (added a RAAs computer with a high-end 
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GPU and replaced the scanner monitor with a new computer screen). It is 

possible to switch between the ultrasound scanner and the RAAs 

prototype (sharing the new monitor and the ultrasound trackball / 

keyboard). Identical additional hardware as used in our working 

development RAAs system have also been bought for the two new 

systems that will be used for clinical evaluation so that the “upgrade” from 

an ultrasound system to a RAAs prototype will be as easy as possible 

when the newly bought ultrasound systems arrive. Hardware wise a 

RAAs prototype will therefore consist of the following components (Figure 

50):  

 An ultrasound scanner with embedded magnetic tracking of both the 

ultrasound probe and the needle as well as streaming capabilities of 

both image and tracking data (i.e. supporting a digital communication 

protocol).  

 The RAAs computer (with a high-end GPU) physically attached to the 

scanner. 

 A new computer screen shared by the scanner and the RAAs 

prototype.  

 A switch so that the single rack system can be used both as an 

ordinary ultrasound scanner and as an assistant.  

        

Figure 50. Components of the RAA prototype. 

 

Software: 

The software components developed in WP4 (T4.5 and T4.6) have been 

integrated with streaming of image and tracking data from the ultrasound 

component to create a single rack automatic real-time RA-Assistant (the 

software is running on a dedicated computer / GPU and displayed on the 
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shared monitor). Overall the software works as described below:  

For every image frame, the assistant will determine if the probe is on the 

skin surface of the patient. When skin surface contact is detected, the 

assistant starts to look for the femoral artery. The femoral artery appears 

as a black elliptical structure in the ultrasound images and is detected by 

a GPU-based method that performs an ellipse fitting method for all pixels 

in the image. After the femoral artery has been detected, the artery is 

tracked using a Kalman filter in each frame. Since the ultrasound probe is 

tracked using an electromagnetic tracking system, the artery can be 

reconstructed in 3D. The reconstructed artery is used to register a model 

of the surrounding bone structures to the ultrasound data. After a 

sufficient amount of the artery has been reconstructed, the target region 

can be estimated (location where the artery is at minimal depth while 

having a high radius).  

The graphical user interface (GUI) of the assistant consists of two views. 

One view provides the 2D ultrasound image with the annotated artery 

and visual cues for which direction the probe should be moved in. This 

appears as green bars in the edge of the image as shown in Figure 51. A 

green bar in the top of the image signals that the probe should be moved 

upwards on the patient, while a green bar to the left means that the probe 

should be moved to the left and vice versa. The second view provides a 

3D scene of the reconstructed artery, a model of the surrounding bone 

structures and a mesh of the probe and the ultrasound image. When the 

target region is estimated, a green transparent ghost probe appears in 

the 3D scene at this location. The user will then have to align the actual 

probe with this transparent probe to reach the target area (Figure 51). 

      

Figure 51. Views of the graphical user interface (GUI) of the assistant. 

 

Results / Issues Results: 
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 A first version of the single-rack real-time automatic assistant 

prototype for ultrasound guided femoral nerve blocks (first step) has 

been developed.  

 Deliverable D5.4 and milestone MS6 (both due M27) are more or less 

on schedule (see main challenges below). More time will probably be 

available as well due to the fact that clinical testing will start later than 

originally anticipated. The additional time can be used to increase the 

robustness of the system as well as duplicating the RAAs 

development system.   

 Both the scientific community (see above) and the general public 

dissemination related to the assistant are considered acceptable at 

this point in the project. An example of a popular science article can 

be found in Gemini: RA-Assistant (Norwegian): 

http://gemini.no/2015/10/bedover-med-kirurgisk-presisjon/  

 In addition, the commercial exploitation plan for the assistant has 

been updated to version 2. 

Issues:  

 Due to a limited equipment budget and relatively expensive hardware 

the number of RAAs systems at the end has been an open question, 

i.e. resources for exploring the various options has been required and 

it’s been difficult to plan ahead.  

 It’s extremely difficult to have a system like the assistant work in the 

general case. A lot of testing and optimizations are required. Clinical 

input is crucial in the final phases of the development. Physical 

distance between clinical partners and developers makes this 

challenging.  

 Initial testing has shown that the chosen single-rack hardware 

platform for the assistant prototype (a prerequisite for clinical use) is 

working very well with one exception, the switching between the 

ultrasound scanner and the RAAs system. Going back to the scanner 

the monitor resolution is not always correct and the track pad / 

keyboard do not always respond afterwards. We are working hard do 

fix this.    

Task 5.5 Support & Improvement  

Description 
Provide support to the clinical users and improve the prototypes based on 

feedback from the clinical partners.  

Progress The task has not started. 

Results / Issues No results / issues at this point. 

Significant results 
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RASim:  

 Simulation base API setup for courseware integration with RASim. 

 Integration of all RASim modules developed by the collaborating partners. 

 Second release (branch release v2) of upgraded RASim software platform for internal 

testing. 

 Hardware prototype setup for RASim (discussed in section 5.2). 

 

RAAs:  

 First version of a single-rack (hardware) RAAs prototype with real-time automatic assistant 

functionality (first phase) ready. 

 Work towards deliverables and milestones more or less on time.  

 Several scientific contributions related to the assistant published / presented. 

 

Deviations 

RASim:  

 The Simulator prototype is planned to deliver at end of this year month 27 according to the 

specification Deliverable 5.1. 

 

RAAs:  

 The work related to the assistant is progressing more or less according to the plan outlined 

in the DoW at this point.  

Failure or delays to achieve critical objectives 

RASim:  

 No major failure or delay at this stage. The Simulator prototype was supposed to be 

delivered in month 24, whereas now its planned to be delivered in month 27 

 

RAAs:  

 No significant failure or delays at this point.  

 Potential future causes for delay:  

o The new ultrasound systems that are supposed to be upgraded to RAAs systems 

arrive late. Or the work required for duplication takes more time / turns out to be 

more complicated than expected.  

o Limited excess to clinical expertise for testing and improving the system before 

deployment. Impossible to produce a gold standard for optimizing the automatic 

algorithms.  

o Not possible to make the system robust and stable enough / make it work in most 

cases, etc.  

 

Use of resources 

Partner 
Planned 

PMs 

Actual 

PMs 
Notes 
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SINTEF  6 7,96 

Explanation of deviation between planned and used PMs 

during the 2nd reporting period: The mean hourly rate 

used in the original calculations was higher than the 

hourly rate of the people that actually turned out to work 

on the project (also highly skilled but less senior than the 

people that were original planned). The incurred costs 

are more or less in line with the planned cost for the 2nd 

reporting period.  

SG  7 5,9 

Since WP4 Components are still in development phase. 

There has been one minor deviation from the proposed 

plan. The simulator prototype was supposed to be 

delivered in month 24, whereas now it’s planned to be 

delivered in month 27. 

RWTH  7,5 7,29 Non-significant variance. 

URJC  6  8  

The PMs used in year 2 is slightly over the target. URJC 

originally planned to hire a postdoctoral researcher to 

work on WP3, WP4 and WP5 but finally, a PhD. student 

was hired instead. Since the worker’s profile was not the 

one expected, the URJC was compelled to increase its 

dedication in these WPs. During this second year, we 

have hired a technician in order to overcome the delay 

caused by the increase in the URJC’s dedication. 

This adjustment in actual PMs dedicated to these WPs 

will not have any impact on the URCJ’s budget, since 

the cost of a PhD and the cost of a technician are below 

the cost of a postdoctoral researcher. Hiring a PhD. 

student and a technician let us increase our dedication 

by a 30% without affecting the URJC’s budget. 

FORTH  1 1 Non-significant variance. 

INRIA  0,80 2,20 
We had less worked on the period 1 than planned, thus 

we had to work more over the period 2. 

UNIZA 2 2 Non-significant variance. 

Total 30,3 34,35  

 

 

Corrective actions 

RASim:  
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 Development of RASim is in progress and we are doing our level best to deliver the 

prototype within the timeframe. 

 

RAAs:  

 No corrective actions at this point but continue to work hard in order to deliver an assistant 

prototype for clinical evaluation within the timeframe outlined in the DoW.  
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Work Package 6 – RASimAs Evaluation 

Summary of progress towards objectives 

 

The last few months we have worked extensively on the RASim and RAAs protocol. Both 

protocols are in its final stage and should be ready for submission to the Ethical Committees 

of the three centers by the end of the year/beginning next year (RAAs). Contacts have been 

made with the ultrasonography company BK Medical to receive 3 identical high-end 

ultrasound machines on loan for the duration of the study to assure that all 3 partners can 

achieve the same high quality video recordings. 

 

Several femoral nerve block procedures have been filmed and the recordings have been 

forwarded to the partners involved to assess the filming qualities.  

Efforts have been made to assure we have the sufficient number of trainees and patients that 

can be enrolled into the study. 

In our daily duties as clinical practices we have also contacted several peripheral nerve block 

specialists for the extra effort of having enough assessors of the RASIM footage. 

 

An investigator meeting will take place in the beginning of December to discuss and asses 

the different possibilities of filming to assure we have high quality recording which is crucial 

for the evaluation of the assessments in the RASim protocol.  

Telephone conference with all three partners are taking place on a regular base to discuss 

the progress and identify possible bottlenecks in WP6. 

 

Task 6.1 RASim Experts Assessment 

Description 

In a first step, the cognitive walkthrough method will be used to identify 

usability issues on different RA locations. Next, experts in the field of 

anaesthesia will perform the evaluation on different nerve blocks. Three 

experts from each participating medical partner institution will carry out 

this study. The approach used is to match recreated sensations with 

experts’ perceptions of the equivalent clinical events. In dependency of 

the identified problems, the simulator will be modified and further 

developed to enhance realistic RA-simulation. Subsequently the same 

experts will evaluate the simulator again. This process will be repeated 

to achieve a high level of expert consistency and reliability. 

Progress 
As there is no simulator or demo yet, we are still unsure about the value 

and the added benefit this system will gives our residents. 

Results / Issues Not applicable. 

Task 6.2 RASim Evaluation Design 

Description In this task, the RASim system will be evaluated in a setting comparable 

to a controlled clinical trial, where a group of novices trained with the 
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system competes against a group of novices that were trained 

conventionally, i.e., without the RASim portable system. 15 first year 

anaesthetics trainees (total of 45 trainees) from all three contributing 

medical institutions will participate in this randomized prospective trial. 

This task will deliver all instructions, guidance, and measurements in 

written form. 

Progress 
There is a draft ready and although there is still a small amount of work, 

most of the study protocol is in the finishing stage. 

Results / Issues Submission to Ethical Committees by the end of the year. 

Task 6.3 RASim Evaluation Conduction 

Description 

To familiarize the trainees with RA-simulator, each trainee will receive a 

general introduction to different RA techniques. After randomization, 

trainees allocated to the simulator group will perform several nerve 

blocks on the RA-simulator. An experienced staff anaesthesiologist will 

supervise all simulator sessions. After the first simulator session, each 

trainee will perform three subsequent simulator sessions. In the control 

group, trainees without simulator-based training will perform accordingly 

RAs under the supervision of a staff anaesthesiologist. 

Progress 

There has been no enrolling of trainees as of yet, as there is still no 

simulator demo ready. However all partners have been looking at the 

number of first year trainees and making sure they have not received 

any prior teaching or experience with regional anaesthesia. 

Results / Issues 
We have 30 „pristine“ first year trainees; we do not expect any problem 

to enrol there will be no problem with enlisting/enrolling. 

Task 6.4 RAAs Experts Assessment 

Description 

Experts in RA will evaluate the RAAs system with respect to its 

adaptation into clinical practice. Meaningful parameter concerning the 

evaluation by means of a cognitive walkthrough are (i) friendliness to 

users, (ii) easy and simple adjustment into the clinical setting, (iii) time 

sparing operation, and (iv) and possibly overall cost effectiveness. 

Improvement of day to day clinical praxis will be evaluated on patent 

related outcomes, such as safety of the operation of the RAAs, accuracy 

during block performance, volume and spread of the local anaesthetic, 

area of distribution and duration of the block. The expert’s assessment 

will be done by an expert group build from one representative of each of 

the three medical centres (UKA-DA, Germany, KUL, Belgium and UCC, 

Ireland). 

Progress 
The videos about the RAAs look very promising for most of our partners. 

We have actually to see the finished assistant yet. 
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Results / Issues Not applicable. 

Task 6.5 RAAs Evaluation Design 

Description 

A precise study protocol will be set up and functions as an “operating 

manual” for evaluation of the prototypes. The format and content of the 

protocol will follow the medical professional code of conduct, the 

European Union Good Clinical Practice Guidance issued by the ICH-

GCP and the EN ISO 14155 that represents global accepted quality 

standards for conduction clinical trials with medical devices. Every 

protocol for evaluation of RASim and RAAs resp. will describe the 

background and the reasons for the trial, the scientific rationale, 

objectives, design, methodology, statistical considerations and 

organisations of the planned CTs. It also provides a common reference 

document to the trial administrators, the physician, nurses and clinic 

administrators for site responsibilities during the trial. All data to be 

collected will be either entered on a case report form (CRF) and are to 

be considered source data or will directly be entered into a suitable data 

base. Preparation of an appropriate CRF and its mapping into a 

database will be done within this task. 

Progress A very extensive and promising draft has been made by all 3 partners. 

Results / Issues Not applicable. 

Task 6.6 RAAs Patients & Ethics 

Description 

According to the regulatory and ethical authorities documents for the 

patient information and informed consent for participating of study 

subjects into the trials will be finalized. UKA-CTCA will be responsible 

for obtaining clinical trial authorization for the application of the RAAs as 

required by the Medical Device Acts of Germany, Belgium and Ireland 

(e.g. §20 of the German Medical Device Act). The study will be 

submitted to the responsible Competent Authorities and Ethics 

Committee for every participating study site in Germany (UKA-DA), 

Belgium (KUL), and Ireland (UCC). 

Progress 

As the draft protocol of the RAAs is primarily focused on achieving 

expert scanning techniques with subjects who are only in med school 

training, no patients will be enrolled in this study. 

Results / Issues Not applicable. 

Task 6.7 RAAs Evaluation Conduction 

Description 

After randomization patients are allocated to a control group (A) or to 

the RAA guided group (B). Patients of group A will receive regional 

anaesthesia without the assistant guided system by extensive 

experienced anaesthesiologists. In the other group same 
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anaesthesiologists will perform regional anaesthesia by using the RAA 

system. The performance of regional anaesthesia will be measured by 

several parameters, including success rates, time to perform the nerve 

block etc. All residents will be supervised and evaluated by experienced 

senior anaesthesiologists. To perform this study, both qualitative and 

quantitative measurements will be developed and subsequently applied. 

Progress 

RAAs enrolment not yet started and the draft is now in the final stages. 

However both Cork, Aachen and Leuven have more than enough 

medical school students to have robust enlistment possibilities which will 

make this study very easy to perform. 

Results / Issues Not applicable. 

Significant results 

The protocol draft of the RASIM is all but ready. All 3 partners have made extensive 

preparations to accommodate the study once the simulator demo is ready. In the phase 

when the demo is ready all 3 centres will send an expert/novice team to Stockholm to 

evaluate the demo and adjust if needed. 

Deviations 

Awaiting the demo version.  

Failure or delays to achieve critical objectives 

All objectives have been met as far as the study is concerned. Demo of the simulator and the 

assistant is of course mandatory for the continuation of the project.  

Use of resources 

Partner 
Planned 

PMs 

Actual 

PMs 
Notes 

KUL 1,41 1,41 Non-significant variance. 

UCC 8 8 Non-significant variance. 

UKA 4,5 2,72 More efforts are expected in the future. 

Total 13,91 12,13  

 

Corrective actions 

Not applicable. 
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Work Package 7 – Overall Quality Assurance 

Summary of progress towards objectives 

 

Work package 7 is to build up study teams, sites and structures to perform the evaluation of 

the functionalities of the RASimAs prototypes in a clinical setting and with high-quality data 

output.  

 

The clinical trial manager is in charge of the study team lead and coordinates all tasks and 

partners involved in the development and the evaluation of the prototypes to ensure that they 

deliver all data and information in due time and in defined quality to run the studies for the 

protocol compliant evaluation of the prototypes. 

 

Task 7.1 Technical File Development 

Description 

Technical documentation will be compiled for each prototype by every 

partner involved in design and development to describe the technical 

requirements and specifications of each device. 

Progress 

The templates of the technical files are created for the special 

applications and the intended use of the assistant and the simulator trial. 

The technical file is developed by the partners in stages as soon as 

technically detailed requirements are defined and implemented to the 

specifications. 

Results / Issues 

The first versions of the Technical Documentation of the prototypes will 

be provided as deliverable D7.2 (Technical Files) by end of January 

2016. 

Task 7.2 Electronic Data Capture (EDC) 

Description 

All information of the study protocol and the study schedule that affects 

data collection and data that are relevant for later study analysis has to 

be identified and transfer into specifications for the creation of a 

database with the aim to collect clean and complete study-related data 

that can be released for statistical analysis. After identification of all 

relevant parameters, the parameters will be defined i.e. by data type, 

format and alarm ranges to implement automatically derived validation 

checks in a second step. The parameters will be implemented in Case 

Report Forms (CRFs) according to the study schedule of the protocol. 

Two separate electronic CRF systems will be created for the evaluation 

of the simulator and for the evaluation of the assistant system. Different 

user interfaces are created for each participating study site. 

Progress Specifications of the databases are defined in a Data Management Plan 
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(DMP). Study specific requirements are mapped in an annotated CRF 

report and in a Data Validation Plan (DVP) for each evaluation. 

Figure 52 and Figure 53 show some screenshots from OpenClinica, a 

web-based interface which records all data captured in the RASim and 

RAAs evaluation. 

 

Figure 52. Overview of Open Clinica interface. 

 

Figure 53. Assessment questionnaire 

Results / Issues 
Databases and report documents were provided by end of October 

2015 as Deliverable 7.5 (eCRF & EDC System). 
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Task 7.3 Investigators Brochure (IB) Development 

Description 

The Investigator`s Brochure (IB) is developed to provide all relevant 

information to the investigators regarding the functionalities, the 

performances, the application of the prototypes in compliance with 

defined and standardized work flows to ensure collection of high-quality 

data. Beside standardized training procedures for study personnel and 

study specific working instructions the deliverables D6.1 SOP for RASim 

guided training of physicians and D6.2 SOP for RAAs guided application 

of RA are considered as part of the IB. 

Progress 

The first version of the IB will be delivered by end of October 2015. This 

document is also considered to as a guiding document for other 

dynamic documents that include the details of standardized procedures 

of the entire study schedule. Thus, the IB itself is a living document and 

will be updated regularly due to changes or due to specifications which 

will be available at a later time point. 

Results / Issues 
The first version of the Investigator`s Brochure were available by the 

end of October 2015 as Deliverable 7.6. 

Task 7.4 Quality Assurance (QA) 

Description 

Quality assurance is important to identify feasible and robust procedures 

to ensure consistent data collection over all participating site and to 

keep the experimental error as low as possible. The study project 

manager will identify and describe all relevant workflows in SOPs and 

working instructions. The study team will be trained according to these 

documents.  

The study manager is also responsible to coordinate the partners that 

they deliver work results at due date. 

Progress 

Working plans were created to identify all tasks that are necessary to 

run the project and studies successfully and to comply with the project 

related deadlines of deliverables and milestones. 

Results / Issues 

Responsibilities for creation of study related SOPs, working instructions, 

worksheets, training material are delegated to persons and is ongoing 

during the next months. All study related documents will be filed in an 

Investigator Site File (ISF).  

 

Significant results 

 Database set up for evaluations 

 Definition of working procedures which are feasible for all participating study sites for 

the simulator trial 
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 Establishment of a highly motivated and highly performing WP6/WP7 team 

Deviations 

Not expected for WP7. 

Failure or delays to achieve critical objectives 

Not expected. The results of each task which has to be finished prior to study start which is 

due with the deployment of the devices on site as indicated in the proposal is possible to be 

achieved. 

Use of resource 

Partner 
Planned 

PMs 

Actual 

PMs 
Notes 

UKA 20,01 16,06 We had one less a person working on this WP. 

RWTH 2 2,10 Non-significant variance. 

URJC 1,50 1,50 Non-significant variance. 

FORTH 0 0 Non-significant variance. 

INRIA 0,10 0,30 
We had less worked on the period 1 than planned, thus 

we had to work more over the period 2. 

UNIZA 0 0 Non-significant variance. 

SINTEF 1 1,95 

The mean hourly rate used in the original calculations 

was higher than the hourly rate of the people that 

actually turned out to work on the project (also highly 

skilled but less senior than the people that were original 

planned). The incurred costs are more or less in line with 

the planned cost for the 2nd reporting period. 

SG 0 0 Non-significant variance. 

Total 24,61 21,91  

 

Corrective actions 

Not applicable. 
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Work Package 8 – Dissemination and Exploitation 

Summary of progress towards objectives 
 

In the second year, this WP has continued to focus in disseminate the results in journals and 

conferences (T8.1) and to the general public by the constant updates of the website and 

Twitter (T8.2). A relation of all the softwares used in the project was created in order to set the 

Intellectual Properties rights (T8.3) and an updated plan for the future commercial exploitation 

of the prototypes has been released (T8.4). 

 

Task 8.1 Scientific Dissemination 

Description 
This tasks aims at disseminating the results to the various scientific 

communities. 

Progress 

and results 

Scientific dissemination still constitutes an essential objective for all the 

consortium partners, running for the whole lifetime of the project. In order to 

achieve this objective, the second year has been focused on publications in 

conferences and journals, presenting the project and new results to the 

community. Also, our public website and social networks contribute to 

disseminate the scientific results: 

 

[1] Law YC, Knott T, Pick S, Kuhlen TW. Simulation-based ultrasound training 

supported by annotations, haptics and linked multimodal views. In: 

Eurographics Workshop on Visual Computing for Biology and Medicine; 2015 

Sep 14-15; Chester, UK; 2015. p. 167-176. 

 

[2] Oliveira JEE, Giessler P, Deserno TM. Image registration methods for 

patient-specific virtual physiological human models. In: Eurographics Workshop 

on Visual Computing for Biology and Medicine (accepted); 2015 Sep 14-15; 

Chester, UK; 2015. p. 31-40. 

 

[3] Lindseth F, Leidig L, Smistad E. Automatic real-time annotation of important 

landmarks in ultrasound-guided femoral nerve blocks. In: Eurographics 

Workshop on Visual Computing for Biology and Medicine; 2015 Sep 14-15; 

Chester, UK; 2015. p. 219. 

 

[4] Zaitseva E., Kvassay M., Levashenko, V., Kostolny J.,  Introduction to 

Knowledge Discovery in Medical Databases and Use of Reliability Analysis in 

Data Mining Proc. of the IEEE Federated Conf. on Computer Science & 

Information Systems, (IEEE FedCSIS‘15); 2015 Sep 13–16; Lodz, Poland; 

2015. p. 313-322.  

 

[5] Zaitseva E, Levashenko V, Kvassay M, Kostolny J. New algorithm for 

calculation of Fussell-Vesely importance with application of direct partial logic 

derivatives, safety and reliability of complex engineered systems. In: 
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Proceedings of the European Safety and Reliability Conference (ESREL 2015); 

2015 Sep 07- 10; Zurich, Switzerland; 2015. p. 1423-30. 

 

[6] Oliveira JEE, Serrurier A, Keszei A, Giessler P, Deserno TM. Combining 

image processing libraries for patient-specific anatomical modelling. In: 

Proceedings 60th GMDS; 2015 Sep 06-09; Krefeld, Germany; 2015. 

 

[7] Grottke O, Oliveira JEE, O'Donnell B, van de Velde M, Greindl A, Rossaint 

R, Deserno TM. Training of regional anaesthesia supported by patient-specific 

virtual physiological human (VPH)-based models. In: Proceedings of 34th 

Annual ESRA Congress; 2015 Sep 02-05; Ljubljana, Slovenia; 2015.  

 

[8] Serrurier A, Herrler A, Deserno TM. Towards realistic patient-specific 

human models for virtual reality regional anaesthesia simulation. In: 

Proceedings of 34th Annual ESRA Congress; 2015 Sep 02-05; Ljubljana, 

Slovenia; 2015. 

 

[9] O'Donnell B, Grottke O, Deserno T, Van de Velde M, Coppens S, Burns C, 

Gallagher A. A user needs assessment of simulated learning environment in 

regional anaesthesia. In: Proceedings of 34th Annual ESRA Congress; 2015 

Sep 02-05; Ljubljana, Slovenia; 2015. 

 

[10] Kvassay M, Zaitseva E, Kostolny J, Levashenko V. Importance analysis         

of multi-state systems based on integrated direct partial logic derivatives. In: 

Proceedings of the Int Conference on Information and Digital Technologies 

(IDT 2015); 2015 Jul 07-09; Zilina, Slovakia; 2015. p. 183-195. 

 

[11] Casafranca JJ, Sujar A, Garcia M. An interactive algorithm for virtual 

patient positioning. In: Proceedings CEIG; 2015 Jul 01-03; Benicassim, Spain; 

2015. p. 29-38. 

 

[12] Deserno TM, Oliveira JEE, Grottke O. Regional Anaesthesia Simulator 

and Assistant (RASimAs): Medical Image Processing Supporting 

Anaesthesiologists in Training and Performance of Local Blocks. In: 

Proceedings of the 28th IEEE International Symposium on Computer-Based 

Medical Systems; 2015 Jun 22-25; Sao Carlos - Ribeirao Preto, Brazil; 2015. p 

348-51. 

 

[13] Zaitseva E, Kvassay M, Levashenko V, Kostolny J, Pancerz K. Estimation 

of a Healthcare System based on the Importance Analysis. Computational 

Intelligence, Medicine and Biology: Selected Links. 2015; 600:3-22. 

 

[14] Zaitseva E, Levashenko V, Kvassay M, Kostolny J. New parallel algorithm 

for the calculation of importance measures. In: Proceedings of the 10th 

International Conference on Dependability and Complex Systems (DepCoS-
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RELCOMEX 2015); 2015 Jun 29 - Jul 3; Brunow Palace, Poland; 2015. p. 563-

72. 

 

[15] Smistad E, Lindseth F. An assistant for improved ultrasound-guided 

regional anaesthesia of the femoral nerve. Poster session presented at: 

MedViz Conference 2015: Innovation in Imaging & Visualization; 2015 Jun 15-

16; Bergen, Norway. (Best presentation award) 

 

[16] Smistad E, Bozorgi M, Lindseth F. FAST - Framework for Heterogeneous 

Medical Image Computing and Visualization. Int J Comput Assist Radiol Surg. 

2015; 1-12. 

 

[17] Serrurier A, Bonsch A, Lau R, Deserno TM. MRI Visualisation by Digitally 

Reconstructed Radiographs. In: Proceeding of SPIE 9418, Medical Imaging 

2015: PACS and Imaging Informatics: Next Generation and Innovations; 2015 

Feb 21-26; Orlando, United States; 2015. p. 94180I-94180I-7. 

 

[18] Smistad E, Lindseth F. Real-Time Automatic Artery Segmentation, 

Reconstruction and Registration for Ultrasound-Guided Regional Anaesthesia 

of the Femoral Nerve. IEEE Trans on Med Imaging (accepted). 

Task 8.2 Public Dissemination 

Description This tasks aims at disseminating the results to the general public. 

Progress 

and results 

For the second year, public dissemination has continued a focus and has 

benefited of the tools implemented in the first year. 

 

Webpage 

The webpage accessible through the URL www.rasimas.eu is always updated. 

Disregarding the member area, which is protected by password for the 

consortium members and is available for internal management purposes (more 

details in report on the management section in Section 3.2.3 of the report), the 

other sections are designed for the general public to inform them on the project 

and its evolutions. A special attention to: 

 Team, presenting the partner institutions, the consortium members and the 

advisory board. 

 Activity, informing about meetings and conference participation. 

 Outputs, providing the general and scientific publicly available documents 

generated by the project (press releases, newsletters, deliverables, 

publications, etc.) 

The various sections are regularly updated to inform the public about the 

project evolution. 

 

http://www.rasimas.eu/
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Social networks 

The RASimAs project has accounts in the 

most common social networks such as Twitter, 

Facebook, Google+ and LinkedIn. The focus 

of the project is the twitter account 

@RasimasEU that by the end of the second 

year had 43 followings and 41 followers with 

92 tweets posted. The tweets refer to scientific 

results, presence of a partner at a conference, 

consortium meetings, related events, press 

releases, etc.  

 

Newsletters 

A biannual newsletter is released summarizing 

progress of the project for the general public. 

The newsletters are available on the website of 

the project and advertised on the various social 

networks and partner institutional websites. For 

the second year, four newsletters have been 

published and are available on the website. 

 

 

Press releases 

 

Press releases are published for any event or 

exceptional results from the project, such as 

consortium meetings or exceptional scientific result. 

For the second year, two press releases have been 

published (Consortium general assembly and award 

at a conference). Each of the press releases are 

available in most of the languages of the consortium 

partners and are disseminated through the project 

website, partner institution websites and 

communication services of the partner institutions.  

 

Press review 

In this second year, the project has been promoted by the partners in their 

institutional websites, radio and journals. The press review public section 

collects these appearances of the project. 
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Task 8.3 Patenting & Trade Secret Protection 

Description 
This tasks aims at setting up tools and processes as well as making the 

consortium aware of the intellectual property issue for the future. 

Progress 

and results 

For this second year, some lectures were presented to the consortium 

regarding IPR: 

 Discussion about IPR options with Mr. Yuriy Shkonda from RWTH 

Aachen University, Department 4.1, at 04.02.2015. 

 Presentation by the RASimAs advisory board member, Nikolaus Forgó, 

at the 2nd General Assembly (16th September 2015). 

 

Also, a list of the softwares used in the project was collected and is presented 

below. 
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Name of the library Version Used by License Type
Open 

source
Cross platform

Software 

Type
Purpose Description

Apache Maven 2.3.2 FORTH Apache License, Version 2.0 Yes

Windows, Linux, 

Solaris, Mac OS 

X

Free
Software 

Management
Manages a project's build

Assimp (Open Asset 

Import Library)
3.1.1 URJC

3-clause BSD (Berkeley 

Software Distribution)
Yes Windows Free Model Format

Import various well-known 

3D model formats in a 

uniform manner (used in 

Task 3.6)

Audit Record 

Repository

dcm4chee-

arr-3.0.12-

psql

FORTH MPL 1.1/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1 Yes
Windows, Linux, 

Solaris
Free PACS Server

Maintains an audit log of 

all  transactions within the 

archive

RWTH-VR

Bangor 

Boost 1.55 SINTEF Boost Software License Yes

Android, Linux, 

QNX, SunOS, 

Windows

Free Utilities

Boost provides free peer-

reviewed portable C++ 

source libraries.

Catch
1.0 (or 

higher)
SINTEF Boost Software License Yes

Any platform 

which runs C++
Free Testing

Catch stands for C++ 

Automated Test Cases in 

Headers and is a multi-

paradigm automated test 

framework for C++ and 

Objective-C (and, maybe, C).

CGAL 

(Computational 

Geometry Algorithms 

Library)

4.5.2 URJC GPL v3, LGPL v3 Yes
Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS X
Free

Geometric 

computation

Employed in the tetrahedral 

mesh building process (used 

in Task 3.6)

Cmake 3.2.1 RWTH-VR BSD 3-clause License Yes
Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS X
Free Build system

Cross-platform, open-source 

build system

CMUSPhinx - URJC BSD-like l icense Yes Windows Free Recognition
Recognition algorithms for 

efficient speech recognition

Cuda Toolkit 6.5 RWTH-VR Freeware No
Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS X
Commercial Simulation Ultrasound Simulation

CustusX
9.0 (or 

higher
SINTEF

Open source, free for 

academic and comercial 

use.

Yes
Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS X
Free

Navigation, Viz, US-

acqusition

A navigation platform for 

image guided therapy, 

focuing on ultrasound.

DCM4CHEE
2.17.3 - 

psql
FORTH MPL 1.1/GPL 2.0/LGPL 2.1 Yes

Windows, Linux, 

Solaris
Free PACS Server

DICOM archive, image 

manager, and viewer

Eclipse Kepler v2 FORTH
Eclipse Public License - v 

1.0
Yes

Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS X
Free IDE 

Integrated development 

environment for Java and 

other languages

URJC

Solve the FEM equations in 

the weighting process (used 

in Task 3.6)

Bangor 
Solve the bioelectricity 

propagation equation

FAST
1.0 (or 

higher
SINTEF

Open source, free for 

academic and comercial 

use.

Yes
Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS X
Free

Image analysis (e.g. 

Segmentation and 

registration) and 

visualization

Medical image analysis and 

visualization on 

heterogeneous systems 

(CPU+GPU).

FreeGlut 2.8.1 RWTH-VR X-Consortium License Yes Windows, Linux Free Support
OpenGL util ities, 

dependency of Vista

FreeImage 3.16.0 URJC
GPLv2, GPLv3, FIPL 

(FreeImage Public License)
Yes

Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS X
Free Files Support

Used in the user interface to 

load the VPH model textures 

(used in Task 3.6)

FreeMarker
2.3.20

FORTH Apache License, Version 2.0 Yes Multiplatform Free Web Application Employed at the client side

Gilles Registration 

Plugin
0.1 UKA - IMI

LGPL (GNU Lesser General 

Public License)
Yes

Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS X
Free Registration

Non rigid registration of 

musculoskeletal system

1.12.0 URJC

Offer access to OpenGL 

extension, hide the calls to 

the operative system (used 

in Task 3.6)

RWTH-VR

Offer access to OpenGL 

extension, dependency of 

Vista

Bangor 

Offer access to OpenGL 

extension, dependency of 3D 

bioelectricity visualisation

Free SupportGlew

1.11.0

Modified BSD, Mesa 3-D, 

and Kronos
Yes

Linux, Mac OS X, 

Windows, 

FreeBSD, Irix, 

Solaris

Free Mesh processing 3D Mesh editting

Eigen 3.2.4
MPL 2.0 (Mozilla Public 

License)
Yes

Any platform 

which runs C++
Free Linear Algebra

Blender 2.6 GNU GPL Yes
Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS X
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Glut 2.8.1 Bangor 

Free software license B 

closely modeled on BSD, X 

and Mozilla l icenses

Yes Windows, Linux Free Support OpenGL util ities

GLM (OpenGL 

Mathematics)
0.9.6.3 URJC

Happy Bunny (Modified 

MIT) and MIT
No

Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS X
Free Deformation

Compute the tetrahedral 

mesh deformation and 

tissue deformation (used in 

Task 3.6)

Google Test 1.7 RWTH-VR BSD 3-clause License Yes
Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS X
Free Code Testing

Framework for writing C++ 

tests

HikariCP
1.3.8

FORTH Apache License, Version 2.0 Yes Multiplatform Free Connection Pool
Management of client 

connections

ITK (Insight 

Segmentation and 

Registration Toolkit)

4.80 FORTH Apache License, Version 2.0 Yes Windows, Linux Free

Image analysis (e.g. 

Segmentation and 

registration)

Non rigid registration of 

Zygote and patient

JBoss Application 

Server

jboss-

4.2.3.GA-

jdk6

FORTH LGPL Yes
Linux, Windows, 

Solaris
Free PACS Server

Application Server for 

DCM4CHEE

JSON.simple 1.1.1 FORTH Apache License, Version 2.0 Yes Multiplatform Free
Information 

Exchange
Encode or decode JSON text

Preparation of 3D data

Image processing (fi ltering, 

segmentation, denoising, 

etc.), computer graphics (3D 

mesh deformation, 3D mesh 

processing)

1.3.4 UKA - IMI

3D mesh processing 

(smothing, slicing, splitting, 

remeshing, etc.)

1.3.3 Bangor 3D Mesh editting

OpenCL 2.1 SINTEF
OpenCL soecification 

license
Yes

Android, 

Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS X

Free Multiprocessing

The open standard for 

parallel programming of 

heterogeneous systems

URJC
Implement the 3D rendering 

engine (used in Task 3.6)

Bangor 
Implement the 3D 

bioelectricity visualisation

OpenIGTLink 1.11.0 SINTEF BSD 3-clause License Yes

Linux, Mac OS X, 

Windows, iOS, 

Sun OS

Free Data transfere

OpenIGTLink provides a 

standardized mechanism for 

communication among 

computers and devices in 

operating rooms for wide 

variety of image-guided 

therapy (IGT) applications

OpenMP (Open 

Multi-Processing)
4.0 URJC No license required Yes

Solaris, AIX, HP-

UX, Linux, Mac 

OS X, Windows

Free Multiprocessing

Used to speed up some parts 

of the pre-processor 

application (e.g. mesh 

loading, tissue mapping) 

(used in Task 3.6)

OpenSG 1.8 RWTH-VR LGPLv2 Yes

Windows, Linux, 

Solarix, Mac OS 

X

Free Support
Scene graph library used by 

Vista

PLUS 2.2.0.4177 SINTEF BSD style License Yes
Linux, Mac OS X, 

Windows
Free Data transfere

Plus is an open-source 

software toolkit for data 

acquisition, pre-processing, 

and calibration for 

navigated image-guided 

interventions.

Postgres
9.3-1100-

jdbc41
FORTH Open Source Initiative Yes

BSD, Linux, Mac 

OS X, Solaris, 

Windows

Free Database
Indexing, storing, and 

retrieving information

QJson 0.8.1 URJC
GNU General Public License 

version 2.1 and GPLv2
Yes

Unix, Linux, 

Mac, Windows
Free Codification

Used to encode or decode 

Json text and exchange 

information

 SINTEF

Implement the user interface 

and create the OpenGL 

context and window 

URJC

Implement the user interface 

and create the OpenGL 

context and window (used in 

Task 3.6)

OpenGL  (Open 

Graphics Library)

4.2 (or 

higher)
No license required No

Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS X
Free

Rendering, 

animation

Qt 5.4 Yes

Android, iOS, 

Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS X, 

Windows 

Runtime, WinCE

MATLAB UKA - IMIR2014a RWTH MATLAB-License

Meshlab
GNU General Public License 

version 2.0 (GPLv2)
Yes

Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS X
Free

Free and 

Proprietary 

commercial

User Interface

Enterprise, Professional, 

and Indie Mobile or GPL v3 

(GNU General Public 

License), LGPL v2.1

Numerical 

computing 

environment

Mesh processing

No
Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS X

Proprietary 

commercial
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QWT 6.1 URJC
GNU Lesser General Public 

License (LGPL)
Yes

All platforms 

where Qt is 

found

Free Technical Application

This l ibrary contains GUI 

components and util ity 

classes that extends Qt

Sparkjava 1.1.1 FORTH Apache License, Version 2.0 Yes

Multiplatform 

(Java Virtual 

Machine)

Free Web Application Employed at the server side

Teem 1.11 RWTH-VR
 GNU Lesser General Public 

License
Yes

GNU/Linux, 

Cygwin, Irix 

(n32, 64), 

Windows, Mac 

OS X, Solaris

Free
Handling volume 

data

Libraries for representing, 

processing, and visualizing 

scientific raster data

3DSlicer 4.3.1 UKA - IMI

BSD-style open source 

(compatible with the Open 

Source Definition by The 

Open Source Initiative and 

contains no restrictions on 

use of the software)

Yes
Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS X
Free

3D anatomical 

Image segmentation

Image processing, image 

segmentation and 3D mesh 

generation

Vista VR Framework 1.14.0 RWTH-VR

GNU Library or Lesser 

General Public License 

version 3.0 (LGPLv3)

Yes Windows, Linux Free Support
VR toolkit used in the VR 

group

10 Bangor Bangor university l icense Modelling
Rendering the electrical 

heatmap

2013 

Premium
FORTH FORTH License Registration

Framework for writing C++ 

tests for Registration

12 with 

Cpp11 

features

RWTH-VR - IDE Software development

ZeroMQ 3.2.3 RWTH-VR
GNU Lesser General Public 

License V3
Yes Windows, Linux Free Networking

Communication between 

ultrasound simulation 

components

zlib 1.2.8 SINTEF zlib l icense Yes
Linux, Mac OS X, 

iOS, Windows
Free

Lossless data-

compression

zlib is designed to be a free, 

general-purpose, legally 

unencumbered -- that is, not 

covered by any patents -- 

lossless data-compression 

library for use on virtually 

any computer hardware and 

operating system.

Visual Studio No
iOS, Android, 

Windows
Commercial

 

 

Task 8.4 Commercial Exploitation 

Description 

This task focuses on the exploitation of project results. The task will leverage 

the result of clinical trials. The data of these reports will be used to build a 

product launch plan. Based on this cost-benefit analysis, a plan will be 

produced, including the terms and conditions for turning the prototypes into 

commercial products. 

This task will also promote the results of the project to targeted audiences of 

new organizations, by arranging meetings and customized presentations (for 

ex. other medical system providers interested in licensing the RASimAs 

technology). The core strategy will be to use the extensive contact network 

amongst consortium members as a starting point to get in touch with new 

potential users of this new technology. 

Progress  

Exploitation plan 1 and 2 has been produced and delivered. The exploitation 

plans includes business plans and market analysis description for both the 

RASim and RAAs prototypes. Project partners within the project have 

contributed with Exploitation plans for how they expect to exploit on their 

research and project results. 

SenseGraphics are continually showing existing and potential customer from 

the medical simulation market about the RASim development progress and 

performing demonstration where possible. There are also other medical 

companies expressing an interest in the potential products. Potential contact 
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information are saved for future leads/prospect generation, marketing and 

sales work. 

Result / 

Issues 

Exploitation plan 1 and 2 are delivered but will be updated in a final 

Exploitation plan (3) with Task 8.7. This as we will need the results from the 

user evaluation (WP6) to fully deliver the final product launch plan with final 

cost benefit analysis (proof of concept). 

The prototype evaluation will also be needed for the market proving that the 

products meets the expectation and requirements of the potential user 

(customer). 

Significant results 

In the second year, the main significant results for this WP are: 

 18 scientific publications in conferences and journals. 

 Collection of all softwares used in the project. 

 Deliverable 8.5 (Exploitation Plan 2) was successfully reported on time.  

Deviations 

No deviation for this WP. 

Failure or delays to achieve critical objectives 

Not applicable. 

Use of resources 

Partner 
Planned 

PMs 

Actual 

PMs 
Notes 

UKA 3,39 3,48 The use of resources is in overall on target. 

RWTH 1 0,18 
The use of resources is in overall on target. More 

efforts are expected in the future. 

UNIZA 1,24 1,24 Non-significant variance. 

KUL 0 0 Non-significant variance. 

SINTEF 1,00 1,32 

Explanation of deviation between planned and 

used PMs during the 2nd reporting period: The 

mean hourly rate used in the original calculations 

was higher than the hourly rate of the people that 

actually turned out to work on the project (also 

highly skilled but less senior than the people that 

were original planned). The incurred costs are 

more or less in line with the planned cost for the 

2nd reporting period. 

SG 2,2 2,04 The use of resources is in overall on target. 
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Total 8,83 8,26  

 

Corrective actions 

Not applicable.  
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3.2.3 Project management during the period 
 

Consortium management tasks and achievements 
 

With all the tools, processes and meetings set up in the first year, for the second year of the 

project the goal has been to continue the management of the tasks and meetings, and 

setting up new tools for the consortium interaction. This has been successfully achieved and 

there is a strong collaboration and interaction among the partners. The project is on track 

and all the deliverables and milestones have been reported on time. 

 

Website 

The website, accessible at www.rasimas.eu, has been developed in the first year and in this 

second year was regularly updated (see WP8 description for more details). Regarding 

project management, the restricted area available for all the project members was updated 

with the following sections: 

 Templates 

o Templates for presentations and poster have been designed to give a 

common frame to these documents generated by the project. 

 Achieved deliverables and milestones reports 

o The documents are available for consultation of the consortium. 

 Minutes of the internal meetings 

o Steering Committee meetings and Technical meetings have their minutes 

available. 

 Videos and extra material 

o Videos from the progress of the development of the prototypes as well as 

general and technical information are available for download. 

 Plans for scientific publications per partner 

o Each partner has provided his plan for publications in journal and conferences 

so tracking is possible as well as plan for joint publications. 

 Overview of events 

o All the events that some partner is participating is listed, so small meetings are 

possible among the members of the consortium. 

 Related conferences and workshops 

o Interesting conferences and which subject is related to the project are 

presented. 

 Submitted papers 

o All the papers submitted for journals or conferences are listed for follow up. 
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Routine management 

Since the beginning of the project, routine management is a task that has been running as 

background: 

 Collect reports for the Steering Committee meetings and for dissemination material. 

 Promote meetings and follow up them. 

 Diffuse agendas and minutes of the meetings. 

 Remind deadlines. 

 Answer questions regarding the project plans. 

 Promote collaborations. 

 Maintain the liaison with the European Commission. 

 

Deliverables and milestones 

All the deliverables have been delivered on time and the milestones met for the first year of 

the project. 

 

Problems which have occurred and how they were solved or envisaged 

solutions 
 

The project aims at developing two types of prototypes (simulator and assistant). Following 

the suggestion of the first year review, three sets of prototypes for each, the simulator and 

assistant, need to be build. Therefore, a solution had to be found to substitute the under-

estimated hardware costs but saving expenses elsewhere, by not exceeding the entire 

RASimAs budget. 
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A proposal of budget shift was presented during the 2nd General Assembly at Bangor in 

September 2015 and all partners have voted for one of three options to reallocate the original 

budget. The three options were based on: 

 

 Equal proportion of research personnel costs for each partner 

 Equal proportion of total costs for each partner 

 Equal person-months of research personnel costs for each partner. 

 

The majority of the partners voted for option 2. Given the figures mentioned above, this 

option amounts to a reduction of the originally total budget by 2.3% for each of the 13 

RASimAs partners. The following table show the resulting budget change for the partners: 

 

Partner

Original 

budget 

according to 

GA 610425

Reduction
Budget after re-

allocation

Difference 

between 

original and re-

allocated 

budget

Final budget 

after shifting to 

UKA-IMI and SG

UKA-IMI 586.660 € 2,30% 573.167 €          13.493 €            693.042 €          

UKA-DA 143.760 € n/a 83.760 €           60.000 €            83.760 €           

UKA-CTC-A 198.892 € 2,30% 194.318 €          4.574 €              194.318 €          

RWTH-VR 232.800 € 2,30% 227.446 €          5.354 €              227.446 €          

RWTH-EUPM 113.380 € 2,30% 110.772 €          2.608 €              110.772 €          

PBU 167.514 € 2,30% 163.662 €          3.852 €              163.662 €          

UCC 134.400 € 2,30% 131.309 €          3.091 €              131.309 €          

URJC 206.851 € 2,30% 202.094 €          4.757 €              202.094 €          

FORTH 227.757 € 2,30% 222.519 €          5.238 €              222.519 €          

INRIA 225.766 € 2,29% 220.587 €          5.179 €              220.587 €          

UNIZA 74.600 € 2,30% 72.884 €           1.716 €              72.884 €            

KUL 140.400 € 2,30% 137.171 €          3.229 €              137.171 €          

SINTEF 516.199 € 2,28% 504.430 €          11.769 €            504.430 €          

SG 352.700 € 2,30% 344.588 €          8.112 €              357.685 €          

Total 3.321.679 € 3.188.707 €       132.972 €           3.321.679 €        
 

An agreement page was sent to each partner to be signed by the administrative body and it 

is nowadays being processed by the coordinator of the project.  

 

Changes in the consortium, if any 
 

Antoine Serrurier, from UKA-IMI left the project by the end of December 2014 and his 

position was replaced by Júlia Oliveira. Paul Giessler, also working at UKA-IMI, left the 

project by the end of July 2015. 
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The Principal Investigator (PI) from RWTH-VR (Prof. T. Kuhlen) came back to RWTH 

Aachen University in October 2015 working as a full professor and head of the research 

group “Virtual Reality and Immersive Visualization” in the Computer Science School of the 

University. In the RASIMAS project, the RWTH partner has been the Chair for Computer 

Science 12 so far and since the new research group is part of this Chair, the partner and 

funding structure won’t have to be changed. 

 

There was also a change in the key personnel of the beneficiary PBU (Bangor University). 

Professor Nigel W. John left PBU by the end of June 2015 and his work/contribution is taken 

over completely by Dr Franck P. Vidal. This change does not impact the project in any way 

and the work progresses as scheduled. 

 

With regard to the Advisory Board, there was also a change in its members. Professor Nigel 

W. John (formerly PBU) is now member of the Advisory Board. The consortium also agreed 

unanimous about the accession of Professor Nikolaus Forgó form the University of Hanover 

(Germany). He is a specialist for all ICT-related legal issues, with particular focus on privacy, 

intellectual property and data security. At present, the following individuals have been 

committed to join the Advisory Board: 

 

1. Prof. Eriphyli Argyra 

2. Prof. Nick Avis 

3. Prof. Alain Borgeat 

4. Prof. Dr. Nikolaus Forgó 

5. Prof. Andreas Herrler 

6. Prof. Nigel W. John 

7. Dr. Nicholas Sleep 

8. Prof. Kevin Smith 

 

List of project meetings, dates and venues 
 

The table below summarises the occasional meetings. Regular monthly and bi-monthly 

meetings are detailed in the “Consortium management tasks and achievements” section 

above. 

 

Meeting Venue Date Comments 

Clinical 
meeting 

Leuven 
Belgium 

15th January 2015 
All clinical partners (3 out of 14 partners) to 
coordinate the clinical trials. 

Technical 
meeting 

Strasbourg 
France 

13th-15th April 
2015 

Meeting of technical partners (5 out of 14 
partners) to coordinate the prototype 
developments (Coding Sprint) 

General 
Assembly 

Bangor 
United 

Kingdom 

16th-17th 
September 2015 

All the consortium and Advisory Board 
members (6 out of 8 members). 

 

Project planning and status 
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The used person-month for the second year (actual WP total), the cumulative actual person-

month (actual 1st + 2nd year) and the overall planned for the whole project are summarised in 

the following table and detailed in each WP. 

 

 

 
 

For the second year, all the deliverables and milestones have been released and met on 

time.  

 

Some actions have been taken in order to overcome some difficulties: 

 

 WP3: Due the difficulties of the 3D models, a new model was proposed and it is now 

being used for both the simulator and assistant. 

 

 

Impact of possible deviations from the planned milestones and 

deliverables, if any 
 

No deviation from the planned milestones and deliverables has been observed for the 

second year. 

 

Any changes to the legal status of any of the beneficiaries, in particular 

non-profit public bodies, secondary and higher education 

establishments, research organisations and SMEs 
 

No change to the legal status of any of the beneficiaries has been observed for the second 

year. 

 

Development of the Project website, if applicable 
 

A project website, accessible at www.rasimas.eu, has been regularly updated. 

 

Co-ordination activities 

Actual 

WP total

Actual 

1st+2nd 

year

Planned 

WP total

Actual 

WP total

Actual 

1st+2nd 

year

Planned 

WP total

Actual 

WP total

Actual 

1st+2nd 

year

Planned 

WP total

Actual 

WP total

Actual 

1st+2nd 

year

Planned 

WP total

Actual 

WP total

Actual 

1st+2nd 

year

Planned 

WP total

Actual 

WP total

Actual 

1st+2nd 

year

Planned 

WP total

Actual 

WP total

Actual 

1st+2nd 

year

Planned 

WP total

Actual 

WP total

Actual 

1st+2nd 

year

Planned 

WP total

Actual 

WP total

Actual 

1st+2nd 

year

Planned 

WP total

UKA 4,43 7,53 12,00 5,98 18,48 19,00 9,94 11,44 16,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 2,72 2,72 33,00 16,06 19,88 27,00 3,48 6,40 18,00 42,61 66,45 125,00

RWTH 2,52 4,42 10,00 1,43 2,43 3,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 13,18 22,68 23,00 7,29 8,79 9,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 2,10 2,10 2,00 0,18 0,28 2,00 26,70 40,70 49,00

BANGOR 0,00 0,00 0,00 1,20 2,57 2,00 8,20 13,60 18,00 2,60 4,33 5,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 12,00 20,50 25,00

UCC 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 3,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 8,00 8,00 18,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 8,00 8,00 21,00

URJC 0,00 0,00 0,00 1,50 4,01 5,00 2,70 10,16 4,00 24,03 29,91 25,00 8,00 8,00 8,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 1,50 1,50 4,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 37,73 53,58 46,00

FORTH 0,00 0,00 0,00 3,00 19,67 11,00 17,50 19,50 18,00 4,42 4,42 10,00 1,00 1,00 3,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 2,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 25,92 44,59 44,00

INRIA 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,70 1,90 2,00 2,90 11,10 14,00 2,10 12,80 13,00 2,20 2,80 3,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,30 1,20 2,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 8,20 29,80 34,00

UNIZA 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,76 6,00 6,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 4,00 4,00 6,00 2,00 2,00 4,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 2,00 1,24 2,00 4,00 8,00 14,00 22,00

KUL 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 2,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 1,41 2,13 12,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 6,00 1,41 2,13 20,00

SINTEF 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,42 4,21 4,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 10,45 16,04 15,00 7,96 8,02 9,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 1,95 1,95 3,00 1,32 1,40 2,00 22,10 31,62 33,00

SG 0,00 0,00 0,00 1,86 8,26 8,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 9,56 16,16 13,00 5,90 9,32 16,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 4,00 2,04 2,84 3,00 19,36 36,58 44,00

TOTAL per beneficiaryWP3 WP4 WP5 WP6 WP7 WP8WP1 WP2

http://www.rasimas.eu/
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The project management have done a substantial effort to establish a strong collaboration 

between the partners in order to deliver the prototypes in time by regular meetings via skype 

and presential coding sprint meetings among the technical partners. As a result, the 

collaboration within the consortium after two years of project is effective and intense. 
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3.3 Deliverables and milestones tables 
 

TABLE 1: DELIVERABLES 

Del. no. Deliverable name Version 
WP 

no. 

Lead 

beneficiary 
Nature 

Dissemi

nation 

level4 

Delivery date 

from Annex I 

(proj month) 

Actual / Forecast delivery 

date 

dd/mm/yyyy 

Status 

No 

submitted/ 

Submitted 

Comments 

D2.1 User Specifications Report 3.2 2 UCC R CO 3 

02/02/2014 (1st 

version) 

07/03/2014 (update) 

Submitted  

D2.2 
Reference Architecture 

Plan 
1.2 2 FORTH R CO 6 

30/04/2014 (1st 

version) 

16/05/2014 (update) 

Submitted  

                                                 
4  PU = Public 

PP = Restricted to other programme participants (including the Commission Services). 

RE = Restricted to a group specified by the consortium (including the Commission Services). 

CO = Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including the Commission Services). 

Make sure that you are using the correct following label when your project has classified deliverables. 

EU restricted = Classified with the mention of the classification level restricted "EU Restricted" 

EU confidential = Classified with the mention of the classification level confidential " EU Confidential " 

EU secret = Classified with the mention of the classification level secret "EU Secret " 
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D2.3 
Data Storage Component, 

incl. report 
3.0 2 FORTH O CO 9 01/08/2014 Submitted  

D2.4 
Integrated Platform 

(initial), incl. report 
1.4 2 FORTH P PU 14 30/12/2014 Submitted  

D2.5 
Integrated Platform (final), 

incl. report 
2.0 2 FORTH P PU 24 30/10/2015 Submitted  

D3.1 
Toolkit for Pose Transforms 

of VPH Models, incl. report 
1.4 3 URJC O CO 15 02/02/2015 Submitted  

D3.2 
Patient-Specific Dataset 

Library, incl. report 
2.1 3 UKA O CO 18 

30/04/2015 (1st 

version) 

20/05/2015 (update) 

Submitted  

D3.3 

Physics-based models for 

Body Torso, Upper and 

Lower Extremities 

2.1 3 INRIA O PU 18 

05/05/2015 (1st 

version) 

21/05/2015 (update) 

Submitted  

D3.4 

Toolkit for Integration of 

Patient-Specific Data and 

Physics-Based Models into 

VPH Models, incl. report 

1.7 3 FORTH O CO 20 30/06/2015 Submitted  

D4.1 
Haptic Feedback 

Components, incl. report 
1.4 4 URJC O CO 24 

02/11/2015 (1st 

version) 
Submitted  
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17/11/2015 (update) 

D4.2 
Tool-Tissue Interaction 

Models, incl. report 
1.3 4 INRIA O CO 24 

30/10/2015 (1st 

version) 

17/11/2015 (update) 

Submitted  

D4.3 
Ultrasound Simulation 

Components, incl. report 
2.0 4 VR-RWTH O CO 24 30/10/2015 Submitted  

D5.1 RASim Specifications 3.0 5 SG R CO 12 21/10/2014 Submitted  

D5.2 
RASim Prototype, incl. 

report 
1.2 5 SINTEF P PU 24 

02/11/2015 (1st 

version) 

17/11/2015 (update) 

Submitted  

D7.1 
Quality Assurance Plan 

(QA-Plan) 
02 7 UKA R CO 3 

02/02/2014 (1st 

version) 

07/03/2014 (update) 

Submitted  

D7.5 
eCRF & EDC System, incl. 

report 
1.1 7 UKA O PU 24 

02/11/2015 (1st 

version) 

17/11/2015 (update) 

Submitted  

D7.6 Investigator's Brochure (IB) 1.2 7 UKA R PU 24 

02/11/2015 (1st 

version) 

17/11/2015 (update) 

Submitted  
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D7.7 Annual Ethics Report 1 1.0 7 UKA R PU 12 

21/10/2014 (1st 

version) 

11/11/2014 (update) 

Submitted  

D7.8 Annual Ethics Report 2 1.2 7 UKA R PU 24 

02/11/2015 (1st 

version) 

17/11/2015 (update) 

Submitted  

D8.1 

Project Website 

continuously updated, 

journalistic descriptions of 

the project, press releases, 

video and other media 

1.0 8 UKA O PU 2 06/01/2014 (report) Submitted  

D8.2 Dissemination Plan 2.0 8 UKA R RE 6 

30/04/2014 (1st 

version) 

16/05/2014 (update) 

Submitted  

D8.4 Exploitation Plan 1 
3.0 

1.0 
8 SINTEF R RE 12 

21/10/2014 (1st 

version) 

11/11/2014 (update) 

Submitted 

2 documents 

have been 

submitted, 

for the 

simulator 

and the 

assistant 
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D8.5 Exploitation Plan 2 
1.1 

2.1 
8 SINTEF R RE 24 

02/11/2015 (1st 

version) 

17/11/2015 (update) 

Submitted 

2 documents 

have been 

submitted, 

for the 

simulator 

and the 

assistant 
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TABLE 2: MILESTONES 

Milestone no. Milestone name 
WP 

no. 

Lead bene-

ficiary 

Delivery date from 

Annex I 

dd/mm/yyyy 

Achieved 

Yes 

No 

Actual / Forecast delivery 

date 

dd/mm/yyyy 

Comments 

MS1 
RASimAs integrated platform initial 

demonstration 
2 FORTH 31/12/2014 Yes 31/12/2014  

MS2 
Final version of patient-specific 

library released 
3 INRIA 30/04/2015 Yes 20/05/2015  

MS3 

Haptic rendering algorithms, 

simulator core, and ultrasound 

module developed 

4 URJC 31/10/2015 Yes 30/10/2015  

MS5 
RASim function available on the 

portable prototypes 
5 SINTEF 31/10/2015 Yes 02/11/2015  

MS8 
Quality Assurance Plan (QA-Plan) 

released 
7 UKA 31/07/2014 Yes 01/08/2014  

MS9 

Electronic Data Capture (EDC) 

system and Investigator’s Brochure 

(IB) released 

7 UKA 31/10/2015 Yes 02/11/2015  

MS11 Project Website established 8 UKA 31/12/2013 Yes 06/01/2014  
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MS12 Dissemination Plan released 8 UKA 30/04/2014 Yes 30/04/2014  

MS13 Exploitation Plan released 8 SINTEF 31/10/2015 Yes 30/10/2015  
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3.4 Explanation of the use of the resources and financial 

statements 
 

The financial statements have to be provided within the Forms C for each beneficiary (if 

Special Clause 10 applies to your Grant Agreement, a separate financial statement is 

provided for each third party as well) together with a summary financial report which 

consolidates the claimed Community contribution of all the beneficiaries in an aggregate 

form, based on the information provided in Form C (Annex VI of the Grant Agreement) by 

each beneficiary. 

 

The "Explanation of use of resources" requested in the Grant Agreement for personnel 

costs, subcontracting, any major costs (ex:  purchase of important equipment, travel costs, 

large consumable items) and indirect costs, have now to be done within the Forms (user 

guides are accessible within the Participant Portal). 

In view of harmonizing and simplifying procedures in DG CNECT, we respected the guidance 

on how to report major cost items under the heading of "other direct costs".  

In DG CNECT projects, each beneficiary applied the following principles when filling the Use 

of Resources for the second reporting period: 

 Principle 1: Costs claimed in the C-forms under "other direct costs" are considered 
as minor, if they are equal or less than 15% of claimed personnel costs for that 
reporting period. As a result, no details for costs below this threshold need to be 
reported, unless explicitly requested by the Commission (see Example 1 below). 
 

 Principle 2: If costs claimed in the C-forms under "other direct costs" are higher than 
15% of claimed personnel costs for that reporting period, then major cost items need 
to be reported in the Use of Resources by the beneficiary to a level that the remaining 
costs are below 15% of claimed personnel costs for that reporting period. 
 

 Principle 3: If major cost items are to be reported in the Use of Resources, they need 
to be justified as follows (see Example 2 below): 
 

o By simple reference to the DoW, if the cost items have already been foreseen 
in the DoW 

o By giving the following supporting information, if the costs have not been 
foreseen in the DoW: reference to work package(s), item description, amount 
per item, nature of item, project relevance. 
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Example 1: the total amount of other direct cost is lower than the threshold of 15% 

 

 

 
Example 2: The total amount of other direct cost exceeds the threshold of 15% 

 

When applicable, certificates on financial statements shall be submitted by the concerned 

beneficiaries according to Article II.4.4 of the Grant Agreement. 

  


